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Characterization of Diffusion Weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging for Patients with 

Brain Tumors 

by 

Inas Samir Khayal 

 

Diffusion weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging has been shown to be very useful for the 

clinical evaluation of patients with stroke. Although the acquisition of such data is a 

common feature on most MR scanners, the implication of the parameters that it uses are 

often not appreciated by the oncology community, especially for the application to patients 

with gliomas. The potential for providing quantitative information that describes the 

biological properties of tumor and surrounding brain parenchyma has therefore not been 

fully explored. The goal of this thesis was to characterize the variations in diffusion imaging 

parameters and determine how they may be used for the management of patients with brain 

tumors throughout the treatment of their disease. This thesis utilized MR spectroscopic 

imaging (MRSI) techniques to provide adjunct metabolic information.  

The relationship between the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) from DTI and 

levels of choline containing compounds from MRSI, both of which have been suggested to 

correlate to cell density, was assessed by grade and subtype within the anatomically 

heterogeneous tumor regions. There was evidence of a relationship between ADC and 

choline in some regions of grade IV gliomas but within no regions of grade II gliomas. This 

suggested independent information to be acquired from both DTI and MRSI. A method to 

assess deviation from mono-exponential decay in a clinically relevant scan time was 

developed as another possible method of assessing abnormality in grade IV glioma.  



Previously observed variations in grade II glioma subtypes was further assessed. A

difference in ADC was evident and based on these findings, a method of visualizing this

variation was developed using RGB color maps. This technique was applied on a new cohort

of grade II gliomas and histopathology was assessed by image-guided biopsies to examine

the histopathological variations.

Diffusion parameters during treatment were evaluated for early non invasive

biomarkers. The ADC changes from mid to post treatment suggest such a possible early

non invasive biomarker.

The results of this dissertation suggest that diffusion parameters play an important

role in assessing gliomas. These are very important steps towards increasing the utilization of

imaging in the management of patients with brain tumors.

Approved by SaxahJ. Nelson, Ph.D.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction  
 

Diffusion weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging has been shown to be very useful for the 

clinical evaluation of patients with stroke. Although the acquisition of such data is a 

common feature on most MR scanners, the implication of the parameters that it uses are 

often not appreciated by the oncology community, especially for the application to patients 

with gliomas.  

Gliomas are very heterogeneous and infiltrative tumors. MRI is a very important tool 

in determining radiographic progression and it is being explored for its ability to determine 

grade, subtype, ability to monitor treatment, ability to use image-guidance to obtain biopsies 

from the most critical portion of the tumor, the ability to monitor treatment in order to 

determine early response to therapy would all be very important steps towards increasing the 

utilization of imaging in the management of patients with brain tumors.  

The potential for providing quantitative information that describes the biological 

properties of tumor and surrounding brain parenchyma has therefore not been fully 

explored. This thesis utilized MR spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) techniques to provide 

adjunct metabolic information. The goal of this thesis was to characterize the variations in 

diffusion imaging parameters for patients with brain tumors and to determine how they may 

be used for the management of patients with brain tumors throughout the treatment of their 

disease by:  

 Understanding how variations in histopathology affect the parameters that are 

estimated from diffusion weighted images by assessing the relationship between the 

apparent diffusion coefficient and the level of choline containing compounds, which 

have both been suggested to correlate with cell density (Chapter  4). 
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 Assessing the variation in diffusion imaging parameters with tumor subtypes for 

grade II glioma (Chapter  5), developing a method of visualizing the differences in 

diffusion parameters for grade II glioma (Chapter  6) and applying this method to a 

new cohort of grade II gliomas and using image-guided biopsies to verify this 

technique (Chapter  7).   

 Evaluating the effectiveness of diffusion imaging parameters as possible non-

invasive biomarkers for response to therapy (Chapter  8). 

 Developing a method that can be applied in a clinically relevant scan time to generate 

diffusion parameters that describe the deviation from mono-exponential decay  

(Chapter  9). 

 

In Chapter 4 we explore the relationship of the ADC from Diffusion Imaging and choline 

from Spectroscopic Imaging. Both the ADC and choline parameters have been individually 

correlated to cell density and they have been suggested to correlate to each other. The goal 

of this study was to determine the correlation of ADC and choline parameters in grade II 

low-grade patients and grade IV high-grade patients. 

 Chapter 5: From the previous study we were able to determine differences in the 

apparent diffusion coefficient between low-grade glioma subtypes at the resolution of the 

spectroscopic data. The goal of this chapter was to characterize the diffusion ADC and FA 

parameters for the various grade II subtypes and to determine the ability of these parameters 

to distinguish the subtypes.  

 Chapter 6: From the previous study we determined a difference in diffusion 

parameters between grade II glioma patients with different subtypes. The goal of this study 

was to design a method to visualize the ADC as a color-map, in order to more easily 
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represent the low ADC values generally representing the more oligo-like component and the 

higher ADC values generally representing more astro-like component.  

Chapter 7: The goal of this study was to apply the color-map methodology 

prospectively to a new cohort of patients with grade II gliomas and use image-guided 

biopsies to verify the prediction and further assess the histopathology features possibly 

contributing to the variation in ADC values between the grade II glioma subtypes.  

 Chapter 8: In the previous chapter we were able to show that Diffusion Imaging is 

valuable for assessing grade subtype for newly diagnosed cases. This chapter assesses the 

serial changes in the apparent diffusion coefficient as a possible non-invasive biomarker for 

treatment response in patients with high-grade gliomas. Possible methods of assessment 

include: changes in the correlation of values individual voxels from one time to the next 

(fDM), analysis of the changes in the median value, and analysis of the changes in other 

histogram parameters.  

 Chapter 9: The calculation of the diffusion parameters in the previous chapters have 

been assuming the generally accepted phenomenon of mono-exponential decay which 

generally holds for b-values up to 1000s/m2. It has been suggested that deviation from 

mono-exponential deviation at slightly higher b-values may be indicative of more useful 

information. The goal of this chapter was to design a clinically feasible method to determine 

the deviation from mono-exponential decay and to access what this deviation may represent, 

under what conditions it is present, and where it arises in the various tumor regions.  
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CHAPTER 2: Background I – Brain Tumors   

2.1 The Brain  

2.1.1 Anatomy  

The central nervous system (CNS) is composed of the brain and spinal cord. The human 

brain is the most important and complex biological structure in the body. It is composed of 

the cerebrum, cerebellum, and brain stem. The cerebrum is composed of two lateral cerebral 

hemispheres, each divided into 4 regions: frontal, parietal, occipital, and temporal lobes,  

 

 

Figure 2.1 The various regions of the human brain.  

(Adapted from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gray728.svg 
and 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Skull_and_brain_normal_hu
man.svg) 
 

 

The frontal lobes are associated with higher 

cognitive functions such as emotions, planning, long-term memory, reward, and drive. This 

region also contains the primary motor and premotor areas controlling movement. The 

parietal lobes host the primary sensory area controlling sensation in the body. This lobe also 

plays an important role in integrating sensory information from various parts of the body, 

particularly associated with determining spatial sense and navigation. The temporal lobes are 

involved in speech, memory, and auditory processing. The occipital lobes in the posterior of 

the brain, host the primary visual area.     

Frontal  

Occ ipi ta l  

Parie ta l  

Temporal  
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The cerebellum, located between the occipital lobe and the brain stem, takes a role in 

the initiation, control and integration of motor activity, as well as balance and posture. The 

cerebellum also takes part in the modulation of thought, planning, learning, memory and 

language. The brain stem in the lower part of the brain adjoins the nerve connections of the 

motor and sensory systems from the brain to the spinal cord and the lower part of the body.  

Three barriers protect the brain: the skull, meninges, and cerebrospinal fluid. The 

skull surrounds and protects the brain from the outside. The meninges are composed of a 

system of membranes enveloping the brain consisting of the dura mater, the arachnoid 

mater, and the pia mater. The brain is suspended in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), a clear 

colorless fluid, cushioning the brain by occupying the subarachnoid space and the ventricular 

system. The CSF collects waste and maintains the composition of the extracellular fluid 

allowing for the transmission of neuroendocrine factors and neurotransmitters.   

The brain is isolated from the bloodstream by the blood-brain barrier. The blood brain 

barrier is characterized by tight junctions between capillary endothelial cells, thereby 

controlling the passage of molecules in and out of the blood stream. The blood-brain barrier 

limits the passage of chemical substances and microscopic objects (e.g. bacteria) between the 

bloodstream and the neural tissue, while still allowing the passage of substances essential to 

metabolic function (e.g. oxygen). 

The human brain tissue is primarily composed of white and gray matter. White matter 

is primarily composed of myelinated nerve cell processes called axon bundles. Myelin, 

composed of 80% lipid and 20% protein, surrounds the axon and gives this tissue its white 

color appearance. White matter connects areas of gray matter to each other and carries nerve 

impulses between neurons. Gray matter is composed primarily of cell bodies appearing gray 

brown in color due to the capillary blood vessels and the neuronal cell bodies. Gray matter is 
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found primarily at the surface of the cerebral hemispheres with a primary function of 

processing information originating in the sensory organs or in other gray matter regions.  

2.1.2 Cell Types  

The human brain is primarily composed of two major cell populations: neurons and glia. 

The brain contains approximately 50–100 billion neurons. There are many types of neurons, 

all with a primary function of processing and transmitting cellular signals by electrochemical 

signaling. Neurons are composed of dendrites, the cellular extensions conducting the 

electrochemical stimulation received from other neural cells; the soma, the central part of the 

neuron containing the nucleus of the cell; the axon, carrying the nerve signals away from the 

soma; and the axon terminal, containing the synapses that communicate with target neurons.  

Glial cells receive less attention than neurons but outnumber neurons 10:1. Glial 

cells are composed of 4 cell types: oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, microglia, and ependymal 

cells. Figure 2.2 shows some of the interactions of the neuron and glial components.  

Figure 2.2. Interaction of glial components with 

neurons.  

(Adapted from: 
http://library.thinkquest.org/C0126536/glial.gif) 
 

 

Ependymal cells line the cavities of the CNS and make up the walls of the ventricles, 

creating and secreting CSF. Microglia are the macrophages of the central nervous system, 

activated in the event of a destructive lesion to clean cell debris. 

Astrocytes (Greek for “star” “cells”) are known to have many functions. Some of the 

more common and cited functions include: providing structural support; and providing 
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nutrients, such as glucose, to neurons. Other functions include: the capability of astrocytes 

to increase synaptic activity (1); the ability to express plasma membrane transporters such as 

glutamate transporters for neurotransmitters including glutamate (2); regulation of ion 

concentration in the extracellular space; astrocytes may serve as intermediaries in neuronal 

regulation of blood flow (3), which has been suggested to be what is actually being measured 

in fMRI (4). There are two main forms of astrocytes: fibrous and protoplasmic. Fibrous 

astrocytes having relatively few organelles and long unbranched cellular processes are 

primarily found in white matter. Protoplasmic astrocytes have more organelles as compared 

to fibrous astrocytes that are short with highly branched cellular processes. 

Oligodendrocytes (oligodendro- is Greek for “tree with a few branches”) are the myelin 

producing cells. A single oligodendrocyte can extend to up to 50 neurons, forming the 

myelin sheath that insulates the neuron, making them intimately involved in signal 

propagation. Given their role as myelin producing cells, oligodendrocytes are most 

prominent in white matter, but they can also be found in gray matter.  

 

2.2 Brain Tumors   

Brain tumors that arise from glial cells are called gliomas. Gliomas make up 60% of 

total human CNS malignancies (5). Gliomas can be classified into primary gliomas, arising in 

the brain, or secondary gliomas, arising from other locations in the body and metastasizing to 

the brain. The focus of this thesis will be on primary gliomas. Tumors arising from 

abnormalities in astrocytic and/or oligodendroglial cells make up the majority of glioma, 

which will be the focus of the following sections.   
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2.2.1 Astrocytic Tumors  

 Malignant astrocytes form tumors called astrocytomas. Astrocytomas are graded based 

on histopathology to determine aggressiveness, one of the closest measures to prognosis. 

The World Health Organization (WHO) criteria grades astrocytomas from grade I, benign 

tumors, to grade IV, highly malignant tumors. Grade I tumors are generally benign cured by 

surgical removal and therefore will not be discussed in more detail. Grades II tumors are 

generally referred to as low-grades, while grade V tumors are referred to as high-grades. 

Grade III tumors are referred to as anaplastic tumors. In the literature, grade III tumors are 

generally grouped with high-grade gliomas, but can sometimes be grouped with low-grade 

gliomas.  

Grade II astrocytomas make up 15% of brain tumors in adults and approximately 25% 

of brain tumors in children (6). The median age of patients with low-grade astrocytomas, at 

approximately 35 years with a slightly higher incidence in males, is lower than that of patients 

of higher grade gliomas (6). The most common locations appear in the frontal lobe followed 

by the temporal lobe (7).  

WHO classifies grade II astrocytoma histology, using H&E (hematoxylin and eosin) 

staining, as showing ill-defined, diffusely infiltrating, cytologically atypical fibrillary astrocytes 

with hyperchromatic, elongated nuclei, enlargement but not destruction of the invaded 

structures, the presence of no mitotic activity, no vascular proliferation, and no necrosis. 

They generally have low to moderate cellularity and minimal cellular and nuclear atypia. 

Using more advanced special immunohistochemical stains, grade II astrocytomas show 

positive immunoreactivity for glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), an intermediate filament 

protein generally found only in astrocytic cells and vimentin, another member of the 

intermediate filament family of proteins. Tumor protein 53, TP53, is a transcription factor 
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present in low concentration in normal cells, which regulates cell-cycle arrest, DNA repair, 

and apoptosis in response to cell stress but which is commonly found in approximately half 

of grade II and grade III astrocytomas (8) with a preference for gemistocytic astrocytomas 

(9). 

Grade II astrocytomas can be divided into fibrillary, gemistocytic and protoplasmic 

forms. Fibrillary astrocytomas are most commonly observed. Fibrillary astrocytomas are 

usually firmer and tougher, feeling rubbery to the touch. Histologically these tumors have 

moderate pleomorphic astrocytic–appearing nuclei and cellular processes that form a glial 

fibrillary background. Gemistocytic tumors histologically feature cells that have short cellular 

processes and using H&E staining abundantly and strongly stains the cytoplasm with the 

eosin stain. Gemistocytic astrocytoma seem to have a higher incidence of becoming more 

malignant and therefore a worse prognosis than other low-grade astrocytomas (10). 

Protoplasmic tumors tend to have poorly defined borders and cyst formation is common. 

The tissue is soft, homogeneous and rather gelatinous in texture. Histologically these tumors 

show inconspicuous cytoplasm and cellular processes (11). They show characteristic patterns 

of invasion that show these astrocytic cells infiltrating by spreading around neurons or blood 

vessels, referred to as perineuronal satellitosis. It is important to note that perineuronal 

satellitosis is a very typical feature seen in patients with oligodendroglioma.  

Grade III (anaplastic) astrocytomas make up 26.6% of brain tumors in adults (12). The 

median age of patients with anaplastic astrocytoma is higher than those of low-grade 

astrocytoma but about a decade younger than the median age of patients with high-grade 

astrocytomas (12) and with a male/female incidence ratio of 1.5 (13).   

WHO histology classifies grade III astrocytomas using H&E staining to show 

astrocytes with anaplastic features, which include increased cellularity, pleomorphism, 
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mitotic activity, and nuclear atypia. A single mitotic figure is sufficient to upgrade a tumor 

from grade II to grade III astrocytoma. Genetic mutation in LOH 19p is frequently seen in 

anaplastic astrocytomas and may be associated with tumor progression (14). LOH 19q was 

also significantly associated with higher grade, which supports the suggestion that a tumor 

suppressor gene resides on this chromosomal arm (15). 

Grade IV astrocytomas, also called glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), make up 27.7% of 

all brain tumors (12) and 52% of all primary gliomas in adults and approximately 20% of 

brain tumors in children under 14 years of age (16). The median age of patients with high-

grade astrocytomas is 60.2 years (12) with a male/female incidence ratio of 1.6 (13). The 

frontal and temporal lobe regions have the highest incidence of glioblastoma (17). 

 WHO histological criteria classify grade IV astrocytomas as grossly heterogeneous 

and showing degeneration. They show hypercellularity, numerous satellitosis, endothelial 

hyperplasia and significant mitotic activity. The presence of either pseudopallisading necrosis 

or microvascular proliferation is a hallmark of grade IV glioma.   

2.2.2 Oligodendroglial Tumors  

Oligodendrogliomas were considered to make up 5% of all glial tumors (5, 6, 7), but 

using more expanded criteria as the histological diagnoses have been changing, it has been 

suggested that oligodendrogliomas make up 25 to 33% of all glial tumors (18, 19). 

Histological grading for astrocytomas is a fairly accurate and reproducible predictor 

of outcome, however, the same is not true for oligodendrogliomas (20, 21) and 

Histopathologic grading of oligodendrogliomas is controversial. Pleomorphism, mitosis, cell 

density and necrosis were found to be independently significant factors in certain studies but 

not in others (5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16). Classic histologic features of 
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oligodendroglioma include clear perinuclear haloes which resemble a fried-egg appearance, a 

classic geometric rich branching capillary network also typically referred to as a “chicken-

wire” pattern, and uniform rounded nuclei seen with bland chromatin. In astrocytoma 

necrosis indicates a high-grade, whereas in oligodendroglioma it does not seem to be a 

predictable prognostic variable (22, 23, 24). Daumas-Duport et al. (23) suggests endothelial 

hyperplasia as the primary diagnostic marker for grading. Contrast enhancement on imaging 

was found to be a direct sign of the presence of microangiogenesis and endothelial 

hyperplasia (19), whereas Coons et al. (18) did not find the same to be true. Cellularity has 

not been found to have a prognostic significance for oligodendrogliomas (5, 13).  

Mitotic activity has been strongly suggested as a significant prognostic factor, yet is 

still challenged by some investigators (6, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15). Identifying mitotic activity is a 

function of biopsy sampling, pathologist persistence, etc. Proliferative activity is a more 

quantifiable surrogate measure to mitotic activity. A few markers of proliferative activity 

include, bromodeoxyuridine, proliferating cell nuclear antigen, Ki-67, MIB-1, from which 

MIB-1 has been found to be the most valuable. Smith et al. (21) proposed pleomorphism as 

the only histological criterion that correlated significantly with the classification of 

oligodendrogliomas.  

Unlike astrocytic cells, oligodendroglial cells typically do not possess intermediate 

filaments. However, the mini- or microgemistocyte, putatively of oligodendroglial origin, 

expresses GFAP (15, 17). Other GFAP positive cell types found in oligodendroglial cells 

include true gemistocytes and gliofibrillary oligodendroglial cells (25). Although 

microgemistocytes have no prognostic significance, the presence of true gemistocytes in an 

oligodendroglioma adversely affects the prognosis (18). 
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The genetic mutations of chromosomes 1p and 19q deletion were strongly associated 

with longer recurrence-free survival after chemotherapy (26, 27, 28, 29, 30). LOH 1p and 

19q have been associated with chemosensitivity in patients with anaplastic 

oligodendroglioma (26, 27). Anaplastic oligodendrogliomas located in the frontal, parietal, 

and occipital lobes have a higher incidence of 1p and 19q, than those located in the temporal 

lobe (14, 31). TP53 mutations occurred in 5% of grade II and grade III oligodendrogliomas 

(8) as compared to the 50% occurrence in astrocytomas.     

 Oligodendrogliomas are known to be chemosensitive tumors. Identification of 

tumors with these characteristics is therefore critical. Coons et al (18) concluded that 

oligodendrogliomas were often mislabeled as anaplastic astrocytomas and that the distinction 

between oligodendrogliomas and oligoastrocytomas is a significant problem.  

2.2.3 Mixed Tumors  

Distinction between oligodendroglioma and oligoastrocytoma is not as clear as any 

of the other distinctions because of lack of clearly discriminating parameters (32). 

Oligoastrocytomas have an intermediate prognosis between those of oligodendrogliomas 

and astrocytoma of similar grade (13, 14, 15). The simple presence of an oligodendroglial 

component conferred a better prognosis, independent of other variables (13, 16, 17), rather 

than the concept that the mixed tumor derives its prognosis from the most anaplastic 

component (generally the astrocytic component) (20, 33). Most studies have not been able to 

confirm differences in outcome between patients with oligodendroglioma and 

oligoastrocytoma (34, 35, 36).   

TP53 mutations and 1p19q deletions were found to be inversely correlated in 

oligoastrocytomas, which suggests the existence of two genetic subsets of oligoastrocytomas, 
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one genetically related to astrocytomas and the other genetically related to 

oligodendrogliomas (8). Genetic deletion of 1p and 19q were found to be a strong predictor 

of prolonged survival in oligodendroglioma, while oligoastrocytomas did not seem to have 

the same favorable association (30). Oligoastrocytomas with 1p and 19q genetic deletions 

have been demonstrated as a powerful predictor of response to chemotherapy (26).  

2.3 Treatment of Gliomas 

Histological criteria are the main basis by which clinicians determine therapeutic 

recommendations. Patients are generally treated individually or in combination by surgery, 

radiation therapy, and chemotherapy. For example, grade IV gliomas are generally 

aggressively treated with surgery followed by adjuvant radiation therapy and chemotherapy, 

while grade II oligodendrogliomas, especially ones with genetic deletion of 1p19q, would be 

treated with surgery in many cases, followed by chemotherapy alone.  

2.3.1 Surgery  

Surgery is generally the first line of treatment for patients with brain tumors, except 

for cases where the tumor is encroaching on critical motor and sensory regions. In order to 

perform a radical resection or simply a biopsy to retrieve tissue for classification, a patient 

undergoes a serious surgical procedure involving the removal of the skull, some form of 

tissue removal, followed by serious recovery.  

Biopsy provides tissue for confirmation of the diagnosis of glioma and a 

comprehensive analysis of H&E staining, immunohistochemical staining, and/or genetic 

analysis to aid in determining tumor type and grade. The target region for biopsy is generally 

the region where the blood-brain barrier has been disrupted, which is assumed to contain the 

most aggressive form of the tumor. This region is determined by administrating a contrast 
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agent prior to imaging, which would show a region on the image referred to as the contrast-

enhancing lesion (CEL). This is generally the target region for grade IV gliomas and some 

grade III gliomas. However, most grade II gliomas and many grade III gliomas do not 

display this contrast enhancement and therefore have no specific target for biopsy. This 

makes accurate biopsy sampling a problem, especially since they are known to be highly 

heterogeneous tumors.  

Biopsy is generally followed by radical tumor resection within the same surgery. 

Generally the most extensive resection is performed to remove as much of the abnormal 

tissue as possible without causing excessive neurological damage. In the cases where the 

entire CEL is removed, the resection is referred to as a gross total resection, GTR, whereas a 

partial removal is referred to as a subtotal resection, STR. Interestingly, it has been shown that 

the greater the extent of resection in oligodendrogliomas is associated with improved 

survival, as compared to astrocytomas, regardless of grade (37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45). 

2.3.2 Radiation Therapy  

Radiation Therapy is a standard method for treating a wide range of cancers. Depending on 

the case, it is may be given as the first line treatment or as an adjuvant treatment in 

conjunction with chemotherapy. It works by damaging the DNA of cells and thereby limits 

their potential for proliferation. The target is typically defined by the partial extent of the 

anatomical abnormality as observed in MR images, plus an additional 2-3 cm margin of 

normal tissue. The standard therapeutic dose for high-grade glioma is 60Gy, which is 

administered in 30-40 fractions in an attempt to avoid neurotoxicity and limit radiation 

necrosis. In practice radiation necrosis is often observed after therapy and makes it extremely 

difficult to differentiate tumor recurrence from treatment effects.   
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2.3.3 Chemotherapy 

Chemotherapy is a form of drug delivery treatment which utilizes chemical agents that have 

the ability to affect one or more pathways that the tumor utilizes to grow, such as inhibiting 

the action of protein kinase C, inhibition of tumor angiogenesis, growth factor inhibition, 

and inhibition of tumor invasion, etc. It is generally administered intravenously, but can also 

be administered orally, locally into a tumor cavity, or directly into the tumor by an interstitial 

route. Chemotherapy may be applied either alone or as an adjuvant to other forms of 

treatment. The application of adjuvant temozolomide concomitantly with radiation therapy 

has been shown to increase survival to 14.6 months versus 12.1 months in patients receiving 

radiation therapy alone (46). The typical dose for patients receiving temozolomide with 

radiation therapy received 75 mg/m2 of temozolomide once daily for the duration of 

radiation therapy (42-49 days). This was followed, 4 weeks later, by six cycles of 

temozolomide, 150 or 200 mg/m2 daily for 5 days, every 4 weeks (46).   

One of the main limitations of chemotherapy is the intrinsic blood-brain barrier. The 

chemotherapy agent circulates throughout the blood in the body and is most effectively 

delivered to brain tissue in regions where there is a disruption in the blood-brain barrier. As 

previously discussed, there has been a clear link between chemosensitivity and genetic 

deletion of 1p19q, which is typically seen in patients with oligodendroglioma. 
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CHAPTER 3: Background II - Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

3.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a powerful non-invasive and diagnostic tool. Because 

of its flexibility and sensitivity to a broad range of different tissue properties, MRI has 

quickly developed to be utilized as a diagnostic tool that also offers the opportunity to 

understand the physiological processes occurring in the human body.   

MR scanners are currently found in many, if not all, hospitals and utilize the 

phenomenon called nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), which describes the properties of 

the nucleus of individual atoms in the region of interest. Stern and Gerlach provided some 

of the early work towards understanding the spin nature of the proton in the 1920’s and 

Rabi et al. pursued the spin of the proton and its interaction with a magnetic field in the 

1930’s. These were the foundation for Lauterbur and Mansfield’s experiments of 1973, who 

were able to show that varying the magnetic field across an object termed the “Larmor 

frequencies”, allowed the different frequency components to be separated and could provide 

spatial information about the object.   

3.1.1 Spin 

The smallest unit of matter, the atom, is composed of a cloud of electrons and a nucleus 

made up of protons and neutrons. An individual unpaired elementary particle (i.e., proton, 

electron, or neutron) possesses an angular momentum or spin of ½ that can be either 

positive or negative. The nuclear spin quantum number takes on a multiple of ±½ and is the 

sum of the individual spins of the protons and neutrons. If two or more particles have spins 

with opposite signs they can pair up to eliminate the observable signs of spin. The atom will 
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possess both an electronic spin and a nuclear spin. The nuclear spin, J, is the vector sum of 

the nuclear spin quantum number or the sum of unpaired spins. Nuclei with an odd number 

of protons and/or neutrons have a non-zero spin and are therefore NMR active. The 

abundance of the hydrogen atoms (1H) within water protons in the human body has made it 

the dominant nucleus utilized for MRI.  

3.1.2 Resonance 

A nucleus with non-zero spin rotates around its own axis creating a microscopic magnetic 

field called a nuclear magnetic dipole moment (µ), related to the nuclear spin, J, and the 

gyromagnetic ratio (γ) through Equation 3.1. The 1H proton has a gyromagnetic ratio, which 

is a physical constant equal to 42.58 MHz/T and a nuclear spin, J, of ½.  

€ 

µ = γJ       (3.1) 

The direction of µ is arbitrary in the resting state resulting in no net magnetic field. The 

interaction of the hydrogen proton with a strong external magnetic field, B0, results in the 

precession of the spins about the external field, see Figure 3.1.  

 

 

Figure 3.1. Precession of the dipole moment, µ, about the magnetic 

field, B0. 

 
 
 
 
 

The precession angular frequency (ω0), also called the “Larmor Frequency”, is related 

to the gyromagnetic ratio of the atom and the field strength (B0) applied to it through 
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Equation 3.2, also called the Larmor Equation. A 1H nucleus resonates at 127.74 MHz in a 

typical MRI field strength of 3 Tesla.  

€ 

ω0 = γB0     (3.2) 

A group of spins placed in an external magnetic field will align themselves with the 

external field in two possible orientations, parallel alignment (lower energy) or anti-parallel 

alignment (higher energy). According to the laws of thermodynamics, the number of spins in 

the lower energy state slightly outnumbers the number of spins in the higher energy state. 

This small but significant difference is given by Boltzmann statistics by the ratio in Equation 

3.3, where N- and N+ are the number of spins in the higher and lower energy states 

respectively, k = 1.381*10-23 JK-1 is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin 

(T=310 K for body temperature).   

€ 

N−

N+

= exp(−γB0 kT)    (3.3) 

At thermal equilibrium, the small population excess of spins in the lower energy state 

gives rise to the equilibrium magnetization, M0. M0 is related to the proton magnetic moment 

(gyromagnetic ratio (γ) times Planck’s quantum constant (h), divided by 2π) times the spin 

excess.  

The spin excess is proportional to the number of spins present in the sample (N), the 

measurable energy difference (ΔE = hω0/2π) of the two quantum spin states, parallel and 

the anti-parallel alignment, divided by the thermal energy associated with the absolute 

temperature (T) preventing the proton from fully relaxing to an alignment along the external 

magnetic field.  The density of the magnetic dipole is also referred to as the equilibrium 
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magnetization can then be re-written, substituting   

€ 

 ≡ h 2π  and the total number of spins, 

N, with the spin density, ρ, to Equation 3.4.  

€ 

M0 =
ρ0γ

2h
4kT

B0       (3.4) 

 

3.1.3 Excitation 

Once the object is placed in the scanner, almost instantaneously the spins align (in parallel 

and anti-parallel) in the direction of the main B0 field (z-direction) and the equilibrium 

magnetization (M0) is produced along the B0 field. Any receiver placed in the direction of the 

main field will detect the main field since the equilibrium magnetization is significantly 

smaller. Therefore, a radiofrequency (RF) pulse gradient (B1) is applied perpendicular to the 

z-axis to rotate the equilibrium magnetization (M0) from the longitudinal axis (z-axis) to the 

transverse plane (x-y plane). The application of the RF pulse sequence causes the particles to 

absorb the energy required to make them spin in a different direction and move from the 

lower energy state towards the higher by rotating the magnetization vector, M, from a 

longitudinal position, a distance proportion to the time length of the RF pulse. The angle 

between the B0 field and the M is called the flip angle. Figure 3.2 shows a 90° pulse, but any 

angle can be achieved by varying the B1 field and the time (τ) the B1 is applied through 

Equation 3.5. 

€ 

α = γB1τ      (3.5) 

3.1.4 Relaxation 

Once the RF B1 gradient is turned off and the main magnetic B0 field in the z-direction 

causes the magnetization to precess around the z-axis, decreasing the magnetization in the 
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transverse plane (M⊥) from M0 to 0 and increasing the longitudinal magnetization (Mz) in the 

z-direction from 0 to M0. These two processes occur at the same time and are referred to as 

relaxation.  

The rate at which the Mz re-grows in the longitudinal axis and M⊥ decays from the 

transverse plane is governed by two decay time constants, T1 and T2, respectively. T1, is also 

referred to as the ‘spin-lattice’ relaxation time and is the decay constant for the recovery of 

the longitudinal magnetization, Mz, back to its equilibrium M0,. This is governed by Equation 

3.6. In the special case where a 90° RF pulse is applied, such that Mz(0)=0, one time constant 

for T1 refers to the time (t) it takes for 63% of the magnetization to return to the z-direction. 

The T1 relaxation gives information on the chemical environment of the water.  

€ 

Mz(t) = M0(1− e
− t /T1 )     (3.6) 

T2 characterizes the rate at which M⊥ decays in the transverse plane and is governed by 

Equation 3.7. Variations in the local field lead to different local precessional frequencies, 

which cause the individual spins to fan out in time, which is otherwise referred to as 

dephasing. Because T2 relaxation involves only the phases of other nuclear spins it is often 

called "spin-spin" relaxation and reflects the surroundings of each individual atom.  

€ 

M⊥ (t) = M0e
− t /T2      (3.7) 

While the local, random, time-dependent field variations affect T2, there is an 

additional dephasing of the magnetization introduced by inhomogeneities occurring due to 

an external field. Dephasing due to the external field can be characterized by another decay 

constant, T2
’, which can be recovered. The overall relaxation time is referred to as T2

* and 

can be expressed in terms of T2 and T2
’ through Equation 3.8.  
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€ 

1
T2
* =

1
T2

+
1
T2
'               (3.8) 

Table 3.1 shows T1 and T2 values vary for protons in human brain tissue (47). T2 

values are generally much less dependent on B0 as compared to T1 values. T1 and T2 vary 

significantly in abnormal tissue, which is one of the reasons why MRI is a highly sensitive 

tool.  

Table 3.1. T1 and T2 values for gray and white matter at 1.5 and 3T 

 T1 T2 

Tissue Type 1.5T 3T 1.5T 3T 

White Matter   884 ms 1084 ms 72 ms 69 ms 

Gray Matter 1124 ms 1820 ms 95 ms 99 ms 

 
 

3.1.5 Localization  

The differences in frequency that are detected by MR can also be used to encode spatial 

information by using three orthogonal gradients; slice selection (Gz), frequency encoding 

(Gx) and phase encoding (Gy). Applying an RF pulse with a center Larmor frequency ω0 

along with a linear gradient in the z-direction (Gz) excites a slice of tissue in the z-direction. 

This is referred to as slice selection. The thickness of the excited slice is related to the RF 

pulse bandwidth (BWrf) and z-direction gradient, Gz, through Equation 3.9.  

€ 

Δz =
BWrf

γGz 2π
     (3.9) 

After the RF pulse and slice selection gradient are applied to excite a slice plane, two 

gradients are applied to encode the x and y dimensions of frequency space. Frequency space, 
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also called k-space, is encoded by applying gradients to traverse kx and ky values. The 

gradient Gy is applied in the y direction inducing a phase variation leading to a ky value; this 

is referred to as phase encoding. Next, Gx the gradient in the x direction, also called the 

readout gradient, is applied leading to a precession frequency variation along the kx axis. The 

combination of the gradient Gx being applied over time (τ) varies the kx value, which is given 

by Equation 3.10. This allows for the acquisition of multiple kx values over time and 

therefore a line of kx. This is referred to as frequency encoding.  

€ 

kx (Gx ) = γGxτ x       (3.10) 

The process of repetitive excitations with varying phase-encoding and frequency 

encoding gradients leads to the acquisition of the plane data in k-space. The signal detected 

at the receiver after a single excitation is called the Free Induction Decay (FID). This is 

based on Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction and the principle of reciprocity, which 

states that a rotating magnetization can be detected as an oscillating electrical voltage. The 

MR signal is transformed back into the spatial domain using a 2D Fourier Transform (FT). 

A series of RF pulses and/or magnetic field gradients applied to a sample is called a 

pulse sequence. There are a variety of ways sequences can be played out in order to achieve 

T1-weighting, T2-weighting, probe mobility of water (diffusion) or measure metabolites 

(spectroscopy) in the human body. This flexibility makes MRI a very powerful tool.   

3.1.6 Spin Echo  

One of the most basic and common pulse sequences is the spin echo. The spin echo 

applies a 90° pulse rotating the magnetization, M, to the transverse x-y plane. After the 

excitation, the spins begin to return to equilibrium along the z-axis and due to the T2
’ effects 

begin to lose their coherence. A 180° pulse is applied in a transverse (i.e. x or y) direction 
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after a time TE/2 causing the transverse magnetization to flip about the same transverse axis, 

which after another TE/2 will refocus the dephasing transverse magnetization from the T2
’ 

magnetic field inhomogeneities, susceptibility and chemical shift resulting in an echo at the 

time TE. The time between two successive RF pulses (e.g. 90° to 90° pulses) is called the 

Repetition Time (TR).  The signal is governed by TR, TE, T1, T2 and the density of the proton 

spin population (ρ) through Equation 3.11.  

€ 

S = ρ(1− e−TR T1 )e−TE T2      (3.11) 

The contrast can be manipulated by varying the pulse sequence parameters: TE and 

TR to generate T1-weighted, T2 weighted or proton density weighted images (Table 3.2).  

 

Table 3.2. Parameter conditions for various image-weighting  

Image-Weighting TR TE 

T1-weighting Short Short 

T2-weighting Long Long 

Proton density-weighting Long Short 

 

3.2 Anatomical Imaging 

The phrase ‘anatomical imaging’ in MR typically refers to T1 and T2–weighted images. T1 and 

T2–weighted images are utilized in all aspects of brain tumor management: localizing the 

tumor; guiding biopsies and surgery; and determining response to therapy, etc. The next 

sections will describe how these images are used in the assessment of brain tumors.  
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3.2.1 T1-weighting 

The region where the blood brain barrier is broken is one of the most important areas that is 

used in managing patients with brain tumors. These regions usually contain the most 

aggressive portion of the tumor. A contrast agent, such as gadolinium 

diethyltriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA), is intravenously injected spreading through the 

brain and body. The region in the brain where the blood brain barrier is disrupted allows the 

Gd-DTPA to leak into the tissue. Gadolinium is a paramagnetic contrast agent that 

significantly shortens the T1 values of immediately surrounding tissue.  

Spoiled Gradient Echo (SPGR) and fast spoiled gradient echo (FSPGR) are more 

sophisticated pulse sequences that are used to create T1-weighting. Figure 3.2 shows images 

of pre- and post-Gd T1-weighted images.  

 

Figure 3.2. MRI images of (a.) pre- and (b.) post-Gd T1-weighted images.  

 

The hyperintense region in the image where the Gd leaks into the tissue is referred to 

as the ‘contrast-enhancing lesion’, (CEL).  The CEL is an important parameter in the 
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management of tumors. In the case of brain tumor surgery, the goal of the neurosurgeon is 

to safely remove as much of the CEL as possible. The removal of more than 90% of the 

CEL is referred to as a gross total resection, GTR, whereas a partial removal is referred to as a 

subtotal resection, STR. In the case of determining response to therapy, the reduction in the 

sum of the products of the largest perpendicular diameters of contrast enhancing lesion 

determines if the patient has a complete response (CR), complete disappearance of the CEL, 

partial response (PR), decrease by 50% or more; progressive disease (PD), increase by 25% 

or more; or stable disease (SD), the remaining criteria where contrast enhancement increased 

by 25% or less or decreased by 50% more.  

The CEL sometimes surrounds a region called necrosis. This is usually a region 

where the tumor metabolism outgrew the blood vessels and therefore was not able to 

provide the nutrients needed for the cells to grow and multiply and therefore causing the 

local region to die, while the more peripheral tumor cells infiltrate into the more normal 

appearing tissue.  

T1-weighted images are also useful in segmenting white and gray matter. By setting 

the TR to halfway between the two T1 values, the greatest contrast between white and gray 

matter can be achieved. This is useful since values in the white matter are often used to 

normalize those seen in abnormal tissue. 

3.2.2 T2-weighting   

T2 values vary between abnormal and normal tissue. The abnormality usually causes the T2 

values to increase and even small variations cause a significant visual difference in T2-

weighted images.    
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Typical T2-weighted sequences include FLAIR and FSE. Figure 3.3 shows an 

example of FLAIR and FSE T2-weighted sequences. The FSE can sometimes be difficult to 

interpret especially given the cases of tumors that occur very close to the CSF, it becomes 

very difficult to distinguish the tumor from CSF. 

 

Figure 3.3 T2-weighted (a.) FLAIR and (b.) FSE images.  

 
 The hyperintense region in patients with brain tumors is referred to as the T2 

abnormality, often labeled as T2AL and the hyperintense region in the FLAIR images is 

sometimes referred to as the FLAIR abnormality. The FSE T2 abnormality is typically slightly 

larger that the FLAIR abnormality (reference). Both are acceptable images for assessing 

changes in tumor volume. Although FLAIR imaging is currently more dominant, some 

investigators feel that FSE images are more important for assessing response to therapy.  

 

3.3 Diffusion Imaging 

While anatomical images are used for the management of brain tumors, they are many 

circumstances where they are ambiguous and are unable to distinguish between tumor and 

treatment effects. More sophisticated pulse sequences have been developed in order to 
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probe beyond the typical intrinsic T1, T2 and proton density– weightings. One phenomenon 

that is being used more extensively is Diffusion-Weighted Imaging or DWI. This is a non-

invasive technique that allows the probing and quantification of the diffusion of water 

molecules in the body. The following will describe the underlying physics, data acquisition, 

and the analysis of the resulting data. 

3.3.1 Principles of Diffusion  

In 1827 Robert Brown observed the irregular motion of pollen grains suspended in water 

under a microscope, which he concluded was physical and not biological. The random 

motion of molecules moving freely and colliding with each other does so according to 

Brownian motion.  

Albert Einstein (48) speculated that diffusion is identical to the so-called “Brownian 

molecular motion,” thereby connecting the macroscopic process of diffusion with the 

microscopic concept of thermal motion of individual molecules. Diffusion is a result of the 

random motion of atoms, molecules, and particles due to thermal molecular motion. The 

diffusion coefficient, D, describes the random motion of unrestricted water molecules in an 

isotropic environment, which according to Einstein depends on the coefficient of friction of 

the liquid (environmental properties) and the size of the suspended particles (material 

properties). He defined the diffusion coefficient, D, in terms of the gas constant, R, 

temperature in Kelvin, T, Avogadro’s number, N=6.022 × 1023, viscosity, k, and the radius 

of the molecule, P, through Equation 3.12.   

€ 

D =
RT

6πkPN
     (3.12)  
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The probability of water diffusing from position r2 to r1 can be described by a 

probability function P(r2|r1,t) derived from a Gaussian distribution by Wang et al. (49), 

where a particle initially at position r2 will move to position r1 after a time t through Equation 

3.13. 

€ 

P(r2 | r1,t) =
1

(4πDt)1 2
e
−
(r1−r2 )

2

4Dt      (3.13) 

Macroscopically the random thermal motion leads to a Gaussian shaped spreading 

with the mean displacement, λr, governed by the unrestricted diffusion and proportional to 

the square root of time, τ, through Equation 3.13.  

€ 

λr = 2Dτ      (3.14) 

In the case of restricted diffusion, barriers will block water mobility and the mean 

square displacement will be reduced. Therefore a parameter called the apparent diffusion 

coefficient, ADC, combines the physical properties described by Einstein’s Equation 3.13 and 

the nature of the barriers restricting diffusion. Water movement is restricted in brain tissue 

by myelin, membranes, proteins, neurofilaments, microtubules, organelles, and anything else 

interacting with water. These barriers cause the measured apparent diffusivity to be lower 

than the diffusivity of unrestricted water.  

In 1855, Adolf Fick adapted Fourier’s description of heat transfer to describe the 

diffusive flow of particles down a concentration gradient. He described the net flux density, 

J, dependence on the molecular concentration gradient,

€ 

∂C
∂x

, and a scalar diffusion 

coefficient, D with units length2/time, through Equation 3.14.  

€ 

J = −D∂C
∂x

      (3.15) 
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Fick’s Equation 3.14 can be used to solve for the diffusion coefficient by generating 

a concentration gradient. This is the theory behind the method of calculating diffusion in 

MRI, where a known concentration gradient of spin-labeled water molecules is established 

and then changes in concentration are measured over time. Expanding Fick’s Equation 3.14 

to model the diffusion in 3D, using an apparent diffusion tensor, yields Equation 3.15.  
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      (3.16) 

 

Equation 3.15 can be used to solve for the diffusion coefficient by generating 

concentration gradients in 3D. This is the theory behind the method of calculating diffusion 

in MRI, where a known concentration gradient of spin-labeled water molecules is established 

and then changes in concentration are measured over time in 3D.  

3.3.2 Diffusion Acquisition  

Stejskal and Tanner designed the pulsed-gradient spin echo diffusion sequence, Figure 3.4.  
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Figure 3.4 Stejskal-Tanner’s pulsed-gradient spin echo diffusion sequence.  

 

In a spin-echo diffusion sequence, much like a spin-echo sequence, a 90° pulse 

transfers the magnetization to the transverse plane. Next, the first dephasing gradient 

generates a phase given by the gradient strength, G(t), for the duration of δ for the spins at 

position r1through Equation 3.16.  

€ 

φ1 = γ G(t)r1dt = γGδr1
0

δ

∫       (3.17) 

 The 180° pulse is then applied along one of the transverse planes which then inverts 

the spins along that plane. The spin population is allowed to diffuse for the period Δ 

between the two diffusion gradients. The second diffusion gradient also amplitude G(t) and 

duration δ, rephases the spins at position r2 for a phase 

€ 

φ2  given by Equation 3.17.  

€ 

φ2 = γ G(t)r2dt = γGδr2
0

Δ +δ

∫     (3.18) 
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 If the protons in the spin population have not moved between the gradients, then 

r1=r2 and the phase difference is zero. If the protons have diffused, there will be a 

distribution of r2 values and the spin population will not completely rephase and the phase 

difference is given by the addition of 

€ 

φ2  and 

€ 

−φ1 , since the 180° pulse flipped the phase, as 

seen in Equation 3.18.  

€ 

φdephase = φ2 −φ1 = γGδ(r2 − r1)    (3.19) 

 

3.3.3 Echo Planar Imaging 

The dephasing of the water protons in tissue needs to be measured relatively quickly. 

One of the fastest MRI pulse sequences (Mansfield 1977), which allows for faster properties 

to be examined is the echo planar imaging sequence (EPI) This EPI enables us to examine 

properties that occur on a very fast time scale, on of the order of a few ms. 

 

3.3.4 Diffusion Signal and Parameters 

The dephasing from the diffusion gradients will cause the echo to be smaller and 

therefore a decrease in the signal will be measured. The signal measured will be attenuated by 

the net phase distribution and the diffusion probability function, previously described in 

Equation 3.13, to generate Equation 3.20.   

€ 

S
S0

= eγGδ (r2−r1 ) × P(r2 | r1,Δ)dr1dr2 = e−(γGδ )
2DΔ

−∞

∞

∫
−∞

∞

∫    (3.20)   
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 In a Stejskal-Tanner pulsed gradient sequence with trapezoid shaped, balanced 

diffusion gradients, the signal equation measured in tensor format can be described by 

Equation 3.21 and 3.22.  

€ 

S = S0e
−( bij Dij

j=xyz
∑

i=xyz
∑ )

= S0e
−b(gi

T Dgi )   (3.21) 

where: 

€ 

bij = γ 2GiG j[δ
2(Δ − δ

3
)]   (3.22) 

 
In 1994 Basser et al. (50) proposed to use a second order symmetric diffusion tensor, 

Deff, to model the intrinsic diffusion properties of biological tissues in 3D. A gradient 

scheme used at UCSF is shown in Equation 3.21.  
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   (3.23) 

For equal b in all directions, the signal equations can be written in tensor format as 

shown in Equation 3.24.  
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    (3.24) 

This generates the following equations:  
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€ 

Eq1= ln S0
S1
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 = −bxxDxx + byyDyy − bxyDxy − byxDyx = b(−Dxx + Dyy −Dxy −Dyx )

(3.25) 

The diffusion tensor can then be populated by summing or subtracting the above 

equations as shown in Equation 3.26.  
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 (3.26) 

The diffusion tensor can be solved by diagonalizing the matrix through Equation 

3.27.  
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Dvi = λivi
λi = viDvi

T

λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3
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 (3.27)  

 

This is typically solved utilizing the least square method to determine the eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors. The eigenvectors represent the principle component directions of 

diffusion, while the eigenvalues represent their amplitudes within a given voxel. The 
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diffusion ellipsoid is a shape that describes the mean displacement of water molecules in 

each direction at a particular time. For isotropic diffusion, the diffusion ellipsoid is a sphere. 

Anisotropic diffusion is modeled with an elongated 30 ellipsoid. The longest axis describes 

diffusivity in the direction with greatest mean water displacement as seen in Figure 3.5. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Anisotropic diffusion can be described by a diffusion ellipsoid with semiaxes 

equal to the amplitude of diffusion tensor eigenvalues in the directions of the eigenvectors.  

(Adapted from: http://media.wiley.com/CurrentProtocols/MI/mia0604/mia0604-fig-0002-1-full.gif) 

 

Two main parameters are typically reported from the eigenvalues include the 

apparent diffusion coefficient, ADC, and the fractional anisotropy, FA, defined in Equation 

3.27 and 3.28 respectively. 

  

€ 

ADC =  = trace(D) =
λ1 + λ2 + λ3

3
    (3.28) 

  

€ 

FA =
λ1 − ( )2 + λ2 − ( )2 + λ3 − ( )2

2 λ1
2 + λ2

2 + λ3
2( )

    (3.29) 
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3.4 Spectroscopic Imaging  

Another sophisticated technique that is becoming more popular is the use of spatially 

localized spectroscopy. Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Imaging (MRSI) is an in-vivo 

technique capable of simultaneously measuring the levels of different metabolites from 

multiple voxels. This section will briefly describe the principles, data acquisition, data 

reconstruction and major metabolites detected using H-1 MRSI of the brain.   

 

3.4.1 Principles of Spectroscopy 

MRS is based on the principle that not all the protons in a molecule resonate at the same 

frequency (51). As previously described a spin system is estimated to resonate at the Larmor 

frequency calculated from the Larmor Equation, Equation 3.2, which depends on the 

gyromagnetic ratio, γ, and the external field strength, B0,. However, in practice, a spin system 

may have a range of resonance frequencies due to chemical shift and J-coupling.  

 Chemical shifts are the frequency differences observed when the electron clouds 

surrounding the protons create minimal magnetic fields opposing the main B0 field thereby 

reducing the proton’s exposure to the B0 field. This effect is known as shielding and affects 

the resonant frequency as described by Equation 3.30, where σ is the chemical shielding 

factor.  

€ 

ω i = γB0(1−σ i)      (3.30) 

 
The chemical shift expressed in frequency varies depending on the B0. Therefore, it 

is common to see this measure expressed in an absolute frequency scale independent of the 

magnetic field strength called parts per million, ppm. The ppm value for a proton resonating 
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at a frequency ωi is defined by Equation 3.31, where reference frequency, ωrf, of 

tetramethylsilane (TMS) is defined to be 0 ppm.  

€ 

ppmi =
ω i −ωrf

ωrf

×106      (3.31) 

 
The ppm value is the typical scale used to display MR spectra, with positive ppm 

values to the left.  

J-coupling is another phenomenon affecting the resonance of a proton in a molecule. 

Unlike chemical shift, J-coupling is independent of magnetic field. Interaction between the 

proton and neighboring electronegative groups translates to each peak splitting into a 

complex peak (e.g. doublet, triplet), this is referred to as spin-spin splitting. A proton having n 

neighboring protons will generally break down to n+1 peaks due to the interactions. 

 

3.4.2 Spectroscopy Acquisition  

Point resolved spectral selection (PRESS) is one of the most common localization 

techniques used to acquire MRS data (52), where three slice-selective RF pulses, 90°-180°-

180° are used to excite three intersecting orthogonal planes. This excitation includes the 

excitation of lipid folding in from the skull and water, which need to be suppressed in order 

to observe the remaining metabolites.  

 There are many methods of suppressing water. One such method is called chemical 

shift selective (CHESS) pulses (53). CHESS applies a 90° single frequency selective 

excitation pulse followed by dephasing gradients, which eliminate the signal prior to 

excitation and collection of the metabolite signals. Band Selective Inversion with gradient 

dephasing (BASING) is an improved method of suppression capable of suppressing both 
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water and lipid using the frequency selective RF BASING 180° pulse coupled with crusher 

gradients of opposite polarity that cause dephasing of flipped spins and remove any net 

magnetization from the target spin (54). BASING is also used for lactate editing (55), where 

the dual BASING pulses can control the phase of the methyl doublet of lactate 

independently of TE. This is the main technique utilized to distinguish lactate and lipid, 

which overlap in the ppm scale. In the first acquisition, the BASING inversion band 

includes the methine quartet and the time between the dual pulses is adjusted to TE/2 in 

order to capture an upright lactate methyl doublet. The second acquisition excludes the 

methine quartet from the BASING inversion band and the TE is adjusted to an odd multiple 

of 1/J, which results in an inverted lactate methyl doublet. Summing the spectra results in 

zero lactate and shows the lipid in the ppm range of lactate, while subtracting the spectra 

results in twice the amount of lactate and no lipid in the ppm range of interest.  

Another method of excitation utilizes spectral-spatial pulses (56), which only excite 

the metabolites of interest in the pass band and suppress water and lipid in the stop band.  

Another group of pulses used together with spectral-spatial pulses are very selective 

suppression (VSS) pulses (57). These are short quadratic-phase spatial suppression pulses 

with sharp excitation profiles that sharpen the edges of the PRESS-selected box.  

 

3.4.3 Data Reconstruction 

The MR spectroscopic signal is acquired in the time domain. The signal from a single pulse 

is referred to as the Free Induction decay (FID). This time domain signal requires multiple 

steps to convert it to the frequency domain where metabolite information can be extracted.  

First, apodization, zero filling, and offset corrections are applied to the FID. A Fast Fourier 
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Transform (FFT) transforms the time domain FID to the frequency domain and applied 

again to transform k-space to a 3D array of spectra in the spatial domain. Next, frequency, 

phase, and baseline corrections are applied in order to estimate the peak heights and peak 

areas. This procedure is performed using software developed in-house (58) and the 

metabolites determined will be discussed in the next section. 

 

3.4.4 Metabolites  

An MRSI in vivo acquisition with a long TE (~144 ms) of a healthy brain is characterized by 

three major metabolite peaks: choline (Cho), creatine (Cre), and N-acetyl aspartate (NAA). 

Abnormal processes in the brain, including inflammation, tumor, treatment effects, etc., 

affect the peak heights of the normal metabolites and may reveal other metabolite peaks 

such as lactate (Lac) and lipid (Lip). Figure 3.6 illustrates spectra with relative metabolite 

heights from normal brain region and abnormal tumor tissue.  

 

Figure 3.6 relative metabolite heights from normal brain and abnormal tumor tissue.  
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The choline peak resonates as a singlet at 3.22 ppm. The choline peak contains: 

choline, acetylcholine, phosphocholine (PC), and glycerophosphocholine (GPC), major 

components of biological membranes. Choline is required for the synthesis of the 

neurotransmitter acetylcholine and phosphatidylcholine, a major constituent of the cell 

membrane. An increase in the levels of choline provides a marker for excessive cell growth, 

cell density, or cell membrane turnover. Increased levels of choline are measurable in areas 

of tumor growth and/or treatment effects.   

  N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) appears as a singlet at 2.02 ppm. NAA is an osmolyte 

amino acid synthesized in neurons. It is therefore a marker of neuronal viability. Decrease in 

NAA is observed in pathology with a loss of neurons or function, such as regions of tumor 

in gliomas.   

Creatine appears as two singlets at 3.04 and 3.9 ppm. The creatine peak is composed 

of creatine (Cre) and phosphocreatine (PCr). These metabolites are involved with ATP 

metabolism and are therefore thought to represent the energetic status of the cell. Creatine 

levels are relatively unaffected in many diseases, however patients with astrocytomas do 

show a reduction of creatine in comparison to normal brain (59).  

Lipid appears at 1.3 and 0.9 ppm. Lipids generally do not appear in normal spectra. 

Lipids may appear in the spectra due to folding in from the skull or in tumor regions.  Lipids 

in the cell membrane do not significantly contribute to the lipid resonance due to very short 

T2 relaxation. Therefore the presence of the lipid resonance in spectra is correlated with 

mobile lipids, such as adipose or cytoplasmic droplets, thought to be associated with 

phospholipids released during cell breakdown.  The presence of lipid is typically associated 

with high-grade gliomas (60), specifically in regions of necrosis.  
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Lactate appears as a doublet at 1.33 ppm and is a byproduct of anaerobic glucose 

metabolism. Although it is not usually seen in normal spectra, it is present in tumor areas 

due to the presence of poor oxygenation and hypoxia. Lactate can also be observed in 

ischemic regions of tumor regions (61, 62), which is typically observed immediately post 

surgery. It is an important marker in tumor prognosis and monitoring efficacy of treatments. 
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CHAPTER 4: Relationship between Apparent Diffusion Coefficient and 

Levels of Choline Containing Compounds for Patients with Glioma 

 

First we explore the relationship of two non-invasive parameters that have previously been proposed to be 

linked to cell density; the ADC and levels of choline containing compounds.. The goal was to determine 

whether these parameters are correlated and hence provided similar information for both Grade II and Grade 

IV gliomas. 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 Gliomas are spatially heterogeneous brain tumors with mixed areas that may include 

necrosis, solid tumor, edema and varying levels of infiltration into normal tissue. Non-

invasive methods for evaluating this heterogeneity are important in directing patient 

treatment. Conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is sensitive to morphologic 

changes that occur in patients with glioma, but such changes are not specific indicators of 

disease progression or regression, particularly in patients that have undergone therapy. A 

number of functional and metabolic imaging methods have been proposed in order to 

provide a more complete evaluation of pathological heterogeneity. Two such imaging 

modalities are proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) and diffusion 

weighted imaging (DWI).   

In vivo proton MRSI has been used in a research and clinical setting to measure 

metabolite levels in the brain. Previous studies have shown that variations in levels of 

metabolites such as choline, creatine, N-acetylaspartate, lactate and lipid are associated with 
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brain pathologies and are able to distinguish tumor from normal brain, edema and treatment 

induced necrosis (63). Of relevance to the current study is that the levels of choline 

containing compounds in brain tumors have been reported to correlate with cell density (64) 

and proliferative index, Ki-67 (65).  

Diffusion weighted imaging is based on the randomly distributed displacement 

(Brownian motion) of water molecules, which is affected by cell structures such as 

membranes, myelin fiber bundles, organelles, etc (66). The mean diffusivity, also known as 

the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) depends on the intracellular and extracellular 

environments, as well as tissue configuration and pathological tissue changes (66). Although 

some studies have reported a correlation between ADC and cell density in high-grade brain 

tumors (19; 22), it is not clear whether this is applicable for all tumor types and grades. 

Recent observations have suggested that early changes in ADC are predictive of response to 

therapy and that this is likely to be an important modality for monitoring treatment effects 

(67). 

In developing protocols for following response to therapy, it is important to 

determine whether ADC and choline are alternate measurements of the same phenomenon 

or whether they represent independent pieces of information that are complementary in 

nature. Although some studies have reported an inverse correlation between ADC and 

choline, these have typically considered a heterogeneous patient population and 

heterogeneous tumor regions (i.e. edema, necrosis, cystic cavity and solid tumor) (68). 

Catalaa et al observed a negative correlation between ADC and choline in mixed anatomical 

regions for a subpopulation of patients with untreated Grade IV gliomas, but were unable to 

establish a significant relationship for patients with Grade II and Grade III lesions (69).  
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  The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between normalized ADC 

and choline levels in regions of tumor both within an individual patient and between patients 

with tumors of similar grade. Two distinct populations of patients were considered; one 

group with newly diagnosed Grade II glioma and the other with newly diagnosed Grade IV 

glioma. We were particularly interested in seeing whether it was possible to verify the 

previously reported correlations for tissue that was solely within subregions of T2 

hyperintensity, contrast enhancement and necrosis.   

 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Study Population 

A total of 65 newly diagnosed patients with gliomas were included in this study. 

Diagnosis of tissue was based upon histologic examination using criteria defined by the 

World Health Organization (WHO). Thirty-seven Grade II patients consisting of 14 

astrocytomas, 17 oligodendrogliomas, and 6 oligoastrocytomas, (17 female, 20 male) ranged 

in age from 22 to 72 years. Twenty-eight Grade IV glioblastoma multiforme patients (8 

female, 20 male) ranged in age from 29 to 84 years. Patients provided informed consent as 

approved by the Committee on Human Research at our institution.    

4.2.2 Conventional MRI  

Patient exams were performed on a 1.5T GE Signa Echospeed scanner (GE 

Healthcare Technologies), using a standard quadrature head coil. The MRI examination 

included axial T1-weighted pre- and post- gadolinium three-dimensional spoiled gradient 

echo (SPGR) images (TR = 34 ms, TE = 3 ms, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, matrix = 256 × 
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192, FOV = 260 × 195 mm2, flip angle = 40°) and axial T2-weighted 3D Fast Spin Echo 

(FSE) (TR = 4,000 ms, TE = 104 ms, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, matrix = 256 × 192, FOV = 

260 × 195 mm2). After each examination, the images were transferred to a SUN Ultra 10 

workstation (Sun Microsystems, CA) for post processing. The FSE and pre-gadolinium 

SPGR images were aligned to the post-gadolinium SPGR using software developed in our 

laboratory (70). 

4.2.3 1H MRSI 

Three-dimensional magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging was acquired with 12 

x 12 x 8 phase encodes with a nominal voxel size of 1cc with the PRESS box size of 8 x 8 x 

4 (TR = 1000 ms, TE = 144 ms) and very selective saturation (VSS) bands for outer-voxel 

suppression. The post-gadolinium T1-weighted three-dimensional SPGR was used to 

prescribe the PRESS selected volume. MRSI processing algorithms were developed in-house 

and have been described in detail elsewhere (58).  Briefly, the data were filtered with a 

Lorentzian function and Fourier transformed, resulting in an array of spectra. The spectra 

were corrected for baseline variations, phase shifts and frequency shifts within the region of 

each peak, employing a priori information about the relative location of each metabolic peak. 

An automatic search procedure was used to identify each resonance and to quantify levels of 

choline, creatine, NAA, lactate and lipid resonances. The MRSI exams were prescribed on 

the post-gadolinium three-dimensional SPGR volume directly after the acquisition of the 

SPGR and it was assumed that there was negligible patient movement in between.  

4.2.4 Diffusion-Weighted Imaging 

Three directional axial diffusion-weighted echo-planar images (TR = 10,000 ms, TE 

= 110 ms, matrix size = 256 × 256 × 24, field of view = 360 × 360 mm2, slice thickness = 5 
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mm, b = 1000 s/mm2, gradient strength = 0.04 T/m, gradient duration (δ) = 21 ms and 

gradient separation (Δ) = 27 ms) were acquired, covering the supratentorial brain. The ADC 

was calculated on a pixel-by pixel basis using software developed in-house, based on 

published algorithms (71). The DWI maps were aligned to the T2-weighted FSE which 

resulted in the registration of all four imaging datasets (DWI, FSE, SPGR and MRSI ) (72). 

The ADC maps were then resampled to the 1cc MRSI resolution, as shown in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1. Anatomical images, (a) SPGR and (b) FSE used to localize and (c) aligned ADC 

images and (d) spectra. Choline heights were used to generate (e) Choline maps, while (f) 

ADC maps were generated from ADC images resampled to the spectral resolution.  

   

4.2.5 Data Processing 

An in-house semi-automated segmentation method was used to define the contrast 

enhancing lesion (CEL) and necrotic regions (NEC) on the post-gad T1-weighted image 

(73). The T2 hyperintense region (T2All) was contoured on the T2-weighted FSE image. 

The non-enhancing region (NEL) was defined as T2All minus the CEL and NEC (T2All-
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CEL-NEC) as shown in Figure 4.2. The NEC and CEL masks were also combined to create 

the (NEC+CEL) mask. Normalized choline maps (nCho) were generated by dividing the 

choline maps by the choline level in a chosen spectroscopic voxel in a normal-appearing 

region. Normalized ADC maps (nADC) were generated by dividing the ADC maps by the 

median ADC value within the Normal Appearing White Matter (NAWM) mask, which was 

segmented using FAST (FMRIB's Automated Segmentation Tool) Software on the T2-

weighted FSE image (74).  

 

Figure 4.2. Example of segmentation of the T2All from the FSE image, the CEL and NEC 

from the SPGR image and a calculated NEL as (T2ALL-CEL-NEC) for a patient with a 

Grade IV glioma. Patients with Grade II lesions included only T2All regions of the lesion.  

 

The high resolution abnormal anatomical regions were resampled to the 

spectroscopic voxels by applying a threshold for exclusion based on the percentage of the 

high resolution region of interest contained in the resampled voxel of 70% for T2All and 

60% for CEL and NEC. MRSI and DWI normalized maps were plotted on an nCho vs. 

nADC graph as shown in Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3. Results from patient in Figure 4.2 with a Grade IV glioma (a) spectral slice with 

distinct anatomically abnormal regions labeled per voxel, applied to the nCho and nADC 

maps to generate a (b) 2D plot of the regions.  

 

4.2.6 Statistical Analysis 

Two methods of analysis were performed. Between-patient region level analysis 

included a Spearman rank correlation between normalized ADC and choline for each grade 

within each distinct abnormal anatomical region (Grade IV: NEL, CEL, NEC, T2All, and 

Grade II: T2All), as shown in Figure 4.4. Three Grade II patients presented with small 

regions of contrast enhancement, which were excluded from the T2ALL mask.  
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Figure 4.4. Region Level Analysis: Median (nCho, nADC) per patient for Grade IV regions: 

NEC, CEL, NEL and Grade II sub-types: Oligo, Astro, Oligoastro. 

 

Within-patient voxel level analysis included a Spearman rank correlation of nCho and 

nADC for voxels in the PRESS box within each distinct abnormal anatomical region for 

each individual. These correlations were separated by grade, as shown in Figure 4.5. All 

values are reported as median ± standard deviation unless otherwise noted. 
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Figure 4.5. Voxel Level Analysis: Spearman Rank Correlation coefficients using all voxels for 

(a) patients with Grade IV lesions grouped by regions and (b) patients with Grade II lesions 

grouped by subtypes.  

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Descriptive Statistics 

Patients with Grade IV gliomas had median ± standard deviation ADC values within 

normal and anatomical regions of 756±59 (NAWM), 1361±272 (T2All), 1348±269 (NEL), 

1204±219 (CEL), 1844±488 (NEC) x 10-6 mm2/s. Patients with Grade II gliomas had 
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median ADC values within NAWM of 726±41 and T2All were 1199±195 

(oligodendrogliomas), 1586±306 (astrocytoma), 1598±299 (oligoastrocytoma) and 1443±317 

(All) ×10-3 mm2/s. Patients with Grade IV glioma had white matter choline SNR median ± 

standard deviation values of 12.40±3.5, and patients with Grade II glioma had white matter 

choline SNR of 14.6±4.1. Patients with Grade IV gliomas within the abnormal anatomical 

regions had nCho median ± standard deviation values of 0.95±1.14 (T2All), 0.98±1.28 

(NEL), 1.04±0.81 (CEL), 0.49±0.38 (NEC). Patients with Grade II gliomas had median 

normalized choline values within T2All of 1.55±0.90 (oligodendrogliomas), 1.07±0.65 

(astrocytoma), 0.99±0.19 (oligoastrocytoma) and 1.36±1.2 (All).  

 

4.3.2 Between Patient Region Level Analysis 

Spearman rank correlation of median values of nCho and nADC for patients with 

Grade IV gliomas within NEC+CEL, NEL and T2ALL regions were significantly 

correlated, p = 0.0043, 0.00002, 0.0026 respectively, while voxels within CEL and NEC did 

not reach significance, see Figure 4.1a and Table 4.1. When examining the data more closely, 

it was seen that 23/28 patients had NEC and/or CEL, which was made up of 1 patient with 

NEC but no CEL, 14 with CEL but no NEC and 8 patients with both CEL and NEC.  
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Table 4.1. Region Level Spearman Rank Correlation Analysis 

* significant p-value   

 

 

In looking at the combined regions, the (nCho, nADC) locations of the 15 patients 

with either only CEL or only NEC stayed the same but the locations of the 8 patients with 

both CEL and NEC showed a decrease in nCho and increase in nADC. This suggests that 

the correlation between nADC and nCho observed in the combined CEL+NEC region is 

driven by a cluster of patients with mainly necrosis who have high nADC with low nCho 

and a cluster of patients with mainly contrast enhancement who have low ADC with high 

nCho (see Figure 4.6).  

Grade IV 
Region    r              p    n 
T2All  -0.55      0.0026*      28 
NEL  -0.71      0.00002*    28 
NEL+CEL -0.57      0.0043*      23 
CEL   -0.17      0.45            22 
NEC  -0.45      0.22              9 
 

Grade II 
Type        r            p    n 
All  -0.09         0.60         37 
Oligo   -0.28         0.30   17 
Astro  -0.28        0.34   14 
Oligoastro  0.14         0.79    6 
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Figure 4.6. Plot of patients with Grade IV gliomas (a) median values in NEC and CEL and 

(b) median values when combining the regions (NEC+CEL), effectively showing two 

clusters of patients, one group which has voxels with mostly active tumor and one group 

which has voxels of mixed origin with nCho and nADC values more similar to the values in 

necrotic regions.   

 

For the non-enhancing NEL region of either Grade IV or Grade II lesions, we 

expect a mixture of edema and tumor. The box plot values for two patients with Grade IV 

glioma are shown in Figure 4.7. One patient has high nCho and low nADC which suggests 

the region is mainly tumor, while the second patient has nCho close to normal and high 

nADC which suggests mainly edema (nCho ≈ 1, nADC ≈ 2). For patients with Grade II 

gliomas there was very little enhancement and no necrosis, so the NEL is coincident with 

the T2all region. In this case there was no significant correlation for median nCho and 

nADC within these regions for any of the sub-populations of Grade II lesions or when all 
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types were combined. These data are seen in Figure 4.4b. The Spearman rank correlation 

coefficients, p values and number of these patients are shown in Table 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Box plots showing range of values. Example of a patient with a Grade IV glioma 

(a) showing higher nCho within NEL than CEL regions with large ranges, while another 

patient with a Grade IV lesion (b) showing smaller ranges of nCho. 

 

4.3.3 Within Patient Voxel Level Analysis 

Spearman rank correlation coefficients of the voxels from Grade IV gliomas within 

voxels from the various distinct abnormal regions are shown in Figure 4.5a and the 

Spearman rank correlation coefficients for the patients with different Grade II lesions are 

shown in Figure 4.5b. For the patients with Grade IV gliomas the correlation coefficients 
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were predominantly negative and 8/36 of them were significant within CEL, NEL and NEC 

regions. For the patients with Grade II gliomas the coefficients were both positive and 

negative and only 6/37 of them were significant within the T2All regions. A Wilcoxon rank 

sum test of the Spearman rank correlation coefficients demonstrates that the two groups 

have significantly different medians (p<0.0008) and the correlations tend to be higher in the 

Grade IV regions.   

The nCho and nADC values in representative patients with Grade IV lesions from 

these two groups are seen in Figure 4.7. One of the patients has highly variable nCho values, 

while the other has much less variable nCho (nCho values ranged from 0.2 to 6.1). Figure 4.8 

shows a plot of the Spearman rank coefficient for the CEL plotted versus range of nADC 

values, which indicates that there is a trend towards large correlation coefficient values for 

large ranges and small correlation coefficient values with smaller ranges.   

 

Figure 4.8. Linear relationship between the Spearman rank correlation coefficients of the 

CEL region for the patients with Grade IV lesions and the range of nADC values within the 

CEL region. This indicates that the large correlation coefficients are likely to be driven by 

region heterogeneity.     
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4.4 Discussion 

Levels of choline, as determined by Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Imaging 

(MRSI), and values of Apparent Diffusion Contrast (ADC) obtained from Diffusion 

Weighted Imaging (DWI) can both provide quantitative, non-invasive measurements that are 

of interest for characterizing gliomas and assessing whether they are responding to therapy. 

Before these measurements are utilized as surrogate markers in a clinical setting, it is 

important to understand whether they represent similar or distinct phenomena. Because the 

acquisition of DWI provides higher spatial resolution in a shorter time than MRSI and is 

more widely available on commercially available MR scanners, clinicians would be more 

likely to use ADC to evaluate their patients if they were shown to provide directly equivalent 

information. In this study we sought to make direct comparisons of choline and ADC 

measurements in two populations of patients with newly diagnosed, untreated gliomas that 

are expected to have quite different biological characteristics. Our hypothesis was that if they 

were representative of similar phenomena there would be a statistically significant correlation 

between the two variables in each case and for each grade. The analysis was performed by 

comparing values from similar spatial locations, both on a voxel by voxel basis and by taking 

median values within anatomically distinct portions of the lesion across different patients.  

In low-grades, ADC values of patients with astrocytoma are consistent with previous 

findings, (75, 76) while the ADC values for patients with oligodendroglioma are lower in this 

study. This may be attributed to the variation in classification of low-grades especially of 

oligodendrogliomas, which has been changing over the past few years. As previously 
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reported, the normalized choline values are higher for grade II oligodendrogliomas than 

astrocytoma (77).  

For the patients with grade II gliomas, neither approach was able to provide a clear 

relationship between levels of choline and ADC values. Because the median choline values 

were higher and the median ADC values lower within the regions of hyperintensity on T2 

weighted images for oligodendrogliomas compared to values in astrocytomas or 

oligoastrocytomas, we considered each sub-population separately, as well as together. Once 

again there was no statistically significant relationship found. It should also be noted that the 

median ADC levels in all of the lesions were higher than in normal appearing white matter, 

whereas the median choline levels were similar to normal appearing white matter for the 

astrocytomas and oligoastrocytomas. This provides further evidence for there being different 

factors driving the measurements of each parameter. When we performed a voxel by voxel 

analysis of the choline and ADC values within individual patients there were 6 patients for 

whom a significant relationship was established, but in some cases there were positive 

correlations and in others negative correlations. These results argue against there being a 

single underlying explanation for the variations in choline and ADC and suggest that, at least 

in these grade II gliomas, they provide different types of information. This conclusion is 

consistent with the findings of Catalaa et al. (69) who had previously reported no significant 

correlation between mean ADC and mean choline for 20 patients with grade II gliomas of 

mixed sub-types.  

For patients with Grade IV gliomas, the ADC values of the NEC, NEL and CEL 

subregions were consistent with previous findings (69, 78, 79, 80). The normalized choline 

values for patients in this study with Grade IV gliomas are similar to those previously 
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reported for the NEC, NEL and T2ALL regions, (69, 81) and not significantly different 

from those previously reported for the CEL (81).  

For patients with Grade IV gliomas that are known to be much more spatially 

heterogeneous than low-grade lesions, our study provided mixed findings. In untreated 

Grade IV gliomas, the Gadolinium enhancing region (CEL) is usually interpreted as 

representing tumor, the central hyperintense region on the post-contrast T1-weighted images 

(NEC) as corresponding to necrosis and the remaining region of hyperintensity on the T2-

weighted images that does not enhance (NEL) to a mixture of invasive tumor and edema.  It 

should be noted that while the median levels of ADC in all subregions were significantly 

higher than in normal appearing white matter and the ADC within the NEC regions were 

significantly higher than the median ADC in the other regions, the difference between values 

in the CEL and NEL were not significant. This suggests that while ADC may be a good 

marker of necrosis and is elevated in all portions of the T2 hyperintensity, there is 

considerable heterogeneity in the values within mixed regions of tumor and edema. 

Although the median levels of choline were similar to normal appearing white matter in both 

the CEL and NEL, there was considerable heterogeneity, both within each anatomic region 

and between patients. This is consistent with our previous studies that have shown 

substantial differences in the spatial extent of metabolic and anatomic lesions, and that these 

are more accurately defined by changes in levels of choline relative to N-acetylaspartate than 

by changes in choline alone.  

The results obtained by comparing levels of choline and ADC in different anatomic 

regions suggested that the correlations between the two variables that had previously been 

observed were caused substantially by lesion and population heterogeneity rather than by a 

direct reflection of specific biological phenomena. When the median values in the relatively 
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more homogeneous regions corresponding to the CEL or NEC were considered there was 

no correlation between choline and ADC, but when the values in the CEL and NEC were 

combined there was a clear negative correlation. This may be due to the smaller range of 

values for nADC and nCho, the relatively small number of voxels in each subregion or that 

there was truly no relationship between nADC and nCho within homogeneous regions of 

tumor or edema. For the combined CEL and NEC regions (CEL+NEC), the correlation 

between nADC and nCho seems to have been driven by the heterogeneity in relative 

amounts of necrosis and enhancing tumor within the lesion.  

Heterogeneity in the composition of the anatomic regions for Grade IV gliomas also 

appears to contribute to the negative correlation between median choline and ADC in the 

non-enhancing lesions (NEL) and the overall T2 hyperintensity (T2all). The NEL is known 

to contain active tumor and varying levels of edema (7). Voxels that are predominantly 

tumor have high nCho and lower nADC, while voxels that are edematous have high ADC 

and lower choline. The median value of MR parameters in the NEL will therefore depend 

upon the number of voxels of each type that make up the region. The voxel level analysis is 

a more direct way of evaluating the correlation between nADC and nCho because it 

considers smaller, and hence potentially, more homogeneous regions of morphology. 

Although the voxels for different regions within patients with Grade IV lesions did have 

more than 90% negative correlations, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient values were 

quite variable for individual patients and did not cluster around a specific value. This can be 

interpreted as indicating that, although there may be a relationship between high nCho and 

low ADC, there are multiple factors that have an influence on the observed values and there 

is no simple means of predicting one value from the other in any specific patient or 

anatomic region. 
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When considering explanations for relationships between levels of choline and ADC 

in gliomas, it is important to consider how different biological phenomena such as cellularity, 

proliferation and cell density can influence their values. Previous studies that have related 

choline to histological parameters have typically considered relatively small patient 

populations of patients with gliomas of different grades, having received variable treatments. 

Several studies have reported that choline correlated with the proliferative index, Ki-67 (22; 

40; 41) in mixed patient populations. Nafe et al. (82)  also observed a similar relationship in a 

homogeneous population of patients with Grade IV gliomas. Shimizu et al. (65) found that 

Ki-67 was correlated with choline only within homogeneous non-enhancing regions and that 

there was no correlation within heterogeneous regions of gliomas. Croteau et al. (83) and 

Miller et al. (84) reported a significant correlation between choline and cellularity, while 

Gupta et al. (64) suggested that there was a positive correlation between choline and cell 

density (85).  

The situation is even more complex with respect to the relationships between ADC 

and other parameters. While Guo et al (86) were unable to detect a correlation between 

ADC and cellularity in a homogeneous population of patients with high-grade astrocytomas, 

other studies (22; 35; 46; 47; 48) that included a mixture of different types of gliomas have 

reported a significant inverse correlation. Calvar et al (87) reported a correlation between 

ADC and the proliferative Ki-67 index in a mixed patient population. Other factors that are 

known to affect ADC are the viscosity of the medium, barriers to diffusion between 

compartments, molecular crowding, presence of active transport, bulk flow in capillaries, and 

the length of diffusion observation (88, 89, 90). While Gupta et al. (68) reported an inverse 

correlation of ADC and choline within the T2all for a heterogeneous population of  patients 

at various stages of treatment, Catalaa et al. (69) reported a strong negative correlation 
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between mean ADC and mean choline within the NEL and CEL regions for patients with 

newly diagnosed Grade IV gliomas but not for Grade II or Grade III gliomas.  

Overall, the results of our study and those that have been reported in the literature 

support the potential of using maps of choline or ADC in newly diagnosed, Grade IV 

gliomas to define regions containing proliferative and cellular tumor as opposed to necrosis 

or edema.  It is not clear, however, whether either parameter provides direct, quantitative 

assessments of mitotic activity or cellularity that are consistent between individuals. Choline 

is a measure of cellular turnover, while ADC is a measure of the mobility of water. These 

parameters are related to cell density, but are not direct measures of the same phenomenon. 

If there is a requirement to make these connections, there should be a more detailed study 

using choline and ADC guided biopsies within populations of patients that are 

homogeneous with respect to tumor grade and to the treatment that they have received. 

Other critical studies for understanding the clinical significance of these and other surrogate 

markers should consider the prognostic value of each specific parameter. Our preliminary 

analyses of ADC levels in patients with newly diagnosed Grade IV gliomas suggested that 

the presence of regions in the lesion that have low ADC was predictive of shorter survival, 

but whether this provides additional information over other MR parameters is unclear (91). 

While the level of choline did not appear to be prognostic of poor outcome in this 

population, high levels of lactate and lipid measured from the same MRSI data were 

associated with shorter survival.  

In conclusion, based upon our findings in Grade IV and Grade II gliomas, it is 

recommended that future studies continue to acquire both DWI and MRSI data so that their 

prognostic significance can be fully established and so that more informed decisions can be 
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made as to which is relevant for each specific patient at any particular time point in the 

course of their disease. 
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CHAPTER 5: Apparent Diffusion Coefficient and Fractional Anisotropy of 

Newly-Diagnosed Grade II Gliomas  

 
In the previous study we demonstrated a wide range of values in the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) for 

patients with low-grade glioma. The goal of this chapter was to characterize the variations in ADC and FA 

with histological subtypes and to determine whether these parameters can be used prior to surgery to predict 

subtype for patients with Grade II glioma. 

 
 

5.1 Introduction 

The World Heath Organization (WHO) categorizes low-grade gliomas into Grade I 

and Grade II tumors. Grade II gliomas are slow-growing malignant tumors that with time 

can progress to Grades III or IV tumors. The most common histologic subtypes are the 

more homogeneous oligodendroglioma (OD) and astrocytoma (AC); and the more 

heterogeneous oligoastrocytoma (OA) (92). Oligodendrogliomas and astrocytomas have 

distinct biological characteristics that have been shown to influence response to therapy and 

outcome. Oligoastrocytomas contain a mixture of both oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma 

and it is thought that their biological behavior depends on the relative amounts of the OD 

and AC components. The prognosis for patients with oligodendrogliomas is significantly 

better than patients with astrocytomas, averaging survival times of 10 years or more as 

compared to 4 years (43, 93). Oligodendrogliomas also tend to be more responsive to 

chemotherapy (94, 95, 96, 97). The current gold standard for differentiation between the 

glioma subtypes is surgical biopsy, which imparts substantial risk to the patient and is prone 

to tissue sampling error (98, 99). Knowing that gliomas are heterogeneous tumors, the 
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accuracy of glioma classification and grading through biopsies is highly dependent on the 

extent of sampling, especially since these tumors often do not enhance, therefore there is no 

specific biopsy target. Therefore finding non-invasive imaging techniques capable of 

differentiating these low-grade tumors is critical, especially for tumors that have sub-regions 

with both phenotypes, but that may not have otherwise been diagnosed as such because the 

tissue samples used for histological analysis were unable to represent the entire tumor.  

Microscopic molecular movement of water in tumor tissue reflects tissue properties 

that include varying levels of structural alterations, tumor cellularity, and vasogenic edema. 

Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI) uses strong gradients to probe the 

structure of biologic tissues at a microscopic level by measuring the Brownian motion of 

water molecules, and has therefore been used for in vivo tissue characterization (100). 

Acquiring data with gradients in 3 directions allows the calculation of the apparent diffusion 

coefficient (ADC), while acquiring data with gradients in 6 or more directions allows the 

calculation of the ADC and the fractional anisotropy (FA).  

The ADC can be calculated from images with any number of gradients applied, (66). 

The directional restriction of water diffusibility can be measured as the FA and has been 

shown to correlate to integrity of myelinated fiber tracts (101, 102).  Previous studies are 

discordant with regards to the use of ADC and FA in distinguishing low-grade 

oligodendrogliomas and low-grade astrocytomas. Bulakbasi et al (75) reported the ADC 

within the tumoral or peritumoral regions cannot differentiate low-grade astrocytomas from 

low-grade oligodendrogliomas in 33 patients, while Tozer et al. (103) suggested an apparent 

diffusion coefficient histogram analysis as a possible method for predicting low-grade glioma 

subtypes in 27 patients.  
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The goal of this study was to determine if the ADC and FA from DWI can help 

differentiate grade II oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma subtypes and to examine the ADC 

and FA for the mixed oligoastrocytoma subtype, in a larger patient population that had been 

considered in previous studies. 

 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Study Population 

A total of fifty-three patients with newly diagnosed grade II glioma were included in 

this study. Tissue diagnosis was based upon histologic examination using criteria defined by 

the World Health Organization (WHO). Twenty-three patients had grade II 

oligodendrogliomas (9 female, 14 male) and ranged in age from 21 to 71 years, with a mean 

of 43 years. Sixteen patients had grade II astrocytomas (6 female, 10 male) and ranged in age 

from 22 to 52 years with a mean of 36 years. Fourteen patients had grade II 

oligoastrocytoma (6 female, 8 male) and ranged in age from 18 to 62 with a mean of 40 

years. Patients provided informed consent as approved by the Committee on Human 

Research at our institution.    

5.2.2 Conventional MRI  

MR exams were performed with a 1.5T GE Signa Echospeed scanner (GE 

Healthcare Technologies), using a standard quadrature head coil. The MRI examination 

included axial T1-weighted pre- and post- gadolinium three-dimensional spoiled gradient 

echo (SPGR) images (TR = 34 ms, TE = 3 ms, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, matrix = 256 × 

192, FOV = 260 × 195 mm2, flip angle = 40°) and axial T2-weighted 3D Fast Spin Echo 
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(FSE) (TR = 4,000 ms, TE = 104 ms, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, matrix = 256 × 192, FOV = 

260 × 195 mm2). After each examination, the images were transferred to a SUN Ultra 10 

workstation (Sun Microsystems, CA) for post processing.  

5.2.3 Diffusion-Weighted Imaging 

Patients were scanned with three directional diffusion weighted imaging (TR = 

10,000 ms, TE = 110 ms, matrix size = 256 × 256, slice thickness = 5 mm, b = 1000 s/mm2, 

or six directional diffusion tensor imaging (TR = 10,000 ms, TE = 108 ms, matrix size = 256 

× 256, slice thickness = 3 mm, b = 1000 s/mm2), or both. Table 5.1 shows the number of 

patients scanned with 3, 6 and both 3 & 6 directional data. Diffusion weighted imaging was 

performed before gadolinium injection in all cases except for 8 patient scans. Some studies 

report no difference in normal tissue or lesions (104) while others report a very small 

decrease in ADC of 1-1.3% in normal tissue (105, 106) and 3% difference in lesions (105). 

This difference is significantly smaller than the observed differences between the sub-

groups. The ADC and FA were calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis using software developed 

in-house, based on published algorithms (107). The ADC and FA maps were registered to 

anatomical imaging by rigidly aligning the T2-weighted (b=0) diffusion image to the T2-

weighted FSE and applying the transformation to the ADC and FA maps (72), see Figure 

5.1. 
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Figure 5.1. Example Patient with an astrocytoma: (a) T1-weighted SPGR (reference image) 

with T2ALL mask applied, (b) T1-weighted SPGR with NAWM mask applied, (c) T2-FSE 

aligned to T1-weighted SPGR from which the T2ALL mask is segmented, (d) T2 (b=0) 

from diffusion imaging aligned to the T2-weighted images through a transformation, (e) 

Transformation applied to ADC map and (f) FA map with T2ALL mask applied. 

 

Table 5.1. Number of diffusion data sets per subtype, separated into only 3 directional 

diffusion weighted imaging, only 6 directional diffusion tensor imaging, patients scanned 

with both 3 and 6 directional diffusion imaging and total number of diffusion imaging data 

sets per subtype.  

 Low Grade 

Subtype 

Only 3 

dir DWI 

Only 6 

dir DTI 

Both 3 & 6 

directions 
Total 

Oligodendroglioma 8 4 11 23 

Astrocytoma 8 5 3 16 

Oligoastrocytoma 6 2 6 14 

Total  22 11 20 53 
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5.2.4 Data Processing 

The FSE and pre-gadolinium SPGR images were aligned to the post-gadolinium 

SPGR using software developed in our laboratory (70). An in-house semi-automated 

segmentation method was used to define the T2 hyperintense region (T2ALL) on the T2-

weighted FSE image (108). The T1-weighted post-Gd SPGR image was checked for any 

contrast enhancement. If small regions of contrast enhancement was present, (6/53 

patients), the non-enhancing region was contoured as NEL = T2ALL–CEL. Normalized 

ADC maps (nADC) were generated by dividing the ADC maps by the median ADC value 

within the Normal Appearing White Matter (NAWM) mask, which was segmented using 

FAST (FMRIB's Automated Segmentation Tool) Software on the T2-weighted FSE image 

(74). The same method was applied to the FA maps to generate the nFA maps, see Figure 

5.1.  

5.2.5 Statistical Analysis 

The ADC values from 3 vs. 6 directional data sets were compared using a Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test and a correlation coefficient for the median ADC values from the 3 and 6 

directional data sets was calculated. These analyses were performed to verify that the 3 and 6 

directional data sets show the same results and therefore could be combined.  

A Mann-Whitney rank-sum test was performed on oligodendroglioma, astrocytoma, 

and oligoastrocytoma median, 25th and 75th percentile ADC, nADC, and nFA values. 

Logistic regression analysis was used to estimate the accuracy of subtyping patients with 

oligodendroglioma versus astrocytoma using nADC and nFA values. Due to multiple 

comparisons, the p value chosen to be significant is p<0.01.   
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5.3 Results  

Twenty patients were scanned with 3 directional DWI and 6 directional DTI. The 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test for the 3 directional and 6 directional median normalized ADC 

values showed no significant difference for the median (p=0.94), 25th (p=0.55) or 75th 

(p=0.60) percentile nADC values within the non-enhancing region. There was also a very 

strong correlation between the 3 and 6 directional median ADC (r=0.97, p<0.001) and 

nADC (r=0.964, p<0.001) values. Therefore, the patients scanned with 3 directional DWI 

and the patients scanned with the 6 directional DTI were analyzed together.  

The median, 25th and 75th percentiles were calculated for the nADC and nFA values, 

within the NEL. Normalization was performed in order to combine 3 & 6 directional data. 

The differences between the groups were maintained whether or not the normalization was 

performed. The correlation coefficient between the ADC and nADC values was r=0.9725, 

p< 0.0001. Other studies have suggested ADC varies with age (109) and brain or tumor 

volume (37). In this study the correlation between ADC and age showed a weak but 

significant correlation for all patient data combined (r=-0.315, p< 0.022), but no significant 

correlation for patients with oligodendrogliomas (r=-0.352, p< 0.099), patients with 

astrocytomas (r=-0.192, p< 0.477), or patients with oligoastrocytomas (r=0.025, p< 0.932). 

The correlation between age and ADC values in NAWM was also assessed for any of the 

subtypes separately and gave oligodendroglioma (r=0.0608, p<0.78), astrocytoma (r=-0.337, 

p<0.20); oligoastrocytoma (r=-0.154, p<0.60) or for all patients combined (r=-0.099, 

p<0.48) showing no correlation. The correlation was also assessed for the FA values in 

NAWM with oligodendroglioma (r=0.076, p<0.79), astrocytoma (r=-0.126, p<0.77); 

oligoastrocytoma (r=0.383, p<0.35) and all patients combined (r=0.119, p<0.53) showing no 

correlation. There was no correlation between ADC and tumor volume for patients with 
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oligodendrogliomas (r=-0.01, p<0.96), astrocytoma (r=-0.30, p<0.23), oligoastrocytoma 

(r=0.29, p<0.32) and all subtypes combined (r=0.045, p<0.73). The tumor volume mean ± 

standard deviation were 56.6 ± 63.3 cc, 49.7.± 39.7 cc and 47.1 ± 33.6 cc for patients with 

oligodendroglioma, astrocytoma and oligoastrocytomas. A Wilcoxon rank-sum test shows 

no significant difference in volume between the groups, OD versus AC (p=0.7426), OD 

versus OA (p=0.9127) and AC versus OA (p=0.9834).   

There was a larger variation in the NAWM values for the FA than the ADC, with a 

variation of 25% in FA as compared to 13% in ADC. The variation in FA likely arose from 

the difference in noise from 3 to 6 directions and field strengths and the known variation 

across patients. Therefore, normalization was more important for FA values than for ADC 

values. Notably, although there was a larger variation in the NAWM FA, there was no 

significant difference between subtypes, (see Table 5.2) within the NAWM.  
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Table 5.2. Descriptive statistics for the NAWM ADC, NAWM FA, non-enhancing lesion 

nADC and non-enhancing lesion nFA values for patients with oligodendroglioma (OD), 

astrocytoma (AC) and oligoastrocytoma (OA) subtypes followed by the p value from the 

Wilcoxon rank sum test.  

 

 
 

NAWM 

ADC 
Non-enhancing Lesion nADC 

 n median 25th median  75th 

OD 23 751 ± 36 1.42 ± 0.18 1.60 ± 0.22 1.75 ± 0.25 

AC 16 762 ± 24 1.75 ± 0.26 2.04 ± 0.29 2.29 ± 0.33 

OA 14 767 ± 20 1.64 ± 0.13 1.87 ± 0.18 2.07 ± 0.21 

OD vs AC 0.484 <0.0003 <0.0001 <0.0001 

OD vs OA 0.324 <0.0009 <0.0005 0.0016 

AC vs OA 0.480 0.129 0.0586 0.0586 

  
 

NAWM 

FA 
Non-enhancing Lesion nFA 

 n median 25th median  75th 

OD 14 513 ± 62 .395 ± .065 .475 ± .073 .580 ± .070 

AC 8 525 ± 18 .290 ± .029 .375 ± .037 .480 ± .063 

OA 8 518 ± 49 .345 ± .042 .440 ± .050 .560 ± .060 

OD vs AC 0.517 0.003 0.0019 0.0012 

OD vs OA 0.973 0.109 0.207 0.183 

AC vs OA 0.800 0.010 0.0148 0.0379 
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The median, 25th and 75th percentiles for nADC and nFA for the NEL region are 

shown in Table 2. The median nADC oligodendroglioma values were significantly lower 

(p<0.0001) than the median nADC astrocytoma values, with the oligoastrocytomas falling in 

the middle range, as shown in Figure 5.2a. This also held true for the 25th and 75th percentile 

nADC values showing significant differences with p<0.0004 and p<0.0001 respectively. The 

median nFA oligodendroglioma values were significantly higher (p=0.005) than the median 

nFA astrocytoma values, with the oligoastrocytoma nFA values falling in the middle range, 

as shown in Figure 5.2b. This also held for the 25th and 75th percentile nFA values with 

significant differences of p=0.004 and p=0.006 respectively.  

 
 
Figure 5.2 Boxplots of the median (a) nADC values and (b) nFA values within the NEL for 

patients with grade II oligodendroglioma (OD), astrocytoma (AC) and oligoastrocytoma 

(OA). 

 

In addition to the median, 25th and 75th percentiles the standard deviation (std) and 

the coefficient of variability (cvb) defined here as the (std/median).*100 were analyzed. The 

median std and cvb for the ADC within the NEL of grade II oligodendrogliomas, 

astrocytomas and oligoastrocytomas were 230, 283, 265 × 10-3 mm2/s and 19, 20, 18 % 

respectively. The OD has a significantly lower standard deviation than that of the AC 
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(p=0.015), but when normalized by the median, there are no significant differences between 

any of the subtypes.  

The data were also analyzed by summing the normalized ADC histograms and 

normalized FA histograms of each patient per subtype, shown in Figure 5.3, along with the 

NAWM histograms, which overlap for nADC and nFA. The grade II oligodendroglioma 

nADC values were lower than the grade II astrocytoma, with the grade II oligoastrocytoma 

falling in between. The nFA values in the grade II oligodendrogliomas were higher than 

those in the grade II oligoastrocytomas and astrocytomas. The overlap of the histograms 

between subtypes was greater in the nFA than in the nADC. 

 
 
Figure 5.3. Sum of (a) nADC histograms and (b) nFA histograms within the NAWM of all 

patients and the NEL of all the patients with oligodendroglioma (OD), astrocytoma (AC) 

and oligoastrocytoma (OA). 
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The data were also analyzed by examining the median nFA and the median nADC. 

There appears to be a significant correlation of all subtypes (r=-0.80, p<0.0001, n=33), and 

separately for patients with oligodendroglioma (r=-0.739, p=0.0025, n=14) and astrocytoma 

(r=-0.9227, p=0.0011, n=8) but no correlation for oligoastrocytoma (r=-0.2621, p<0.530, 

n=8). High FA values were found to correlate to low ADC values for all subtypes (r=-0.791, 

p<00001), and separately for patients with oligodendroglioma (r=-0.585, p=0.0172) and 

astrocytoma (r=-0.876, p=0.002) but no correlation for oligoastrocytoma (r=-0.427, 

p=0.2912). Visual inspection of maps of the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles revealed that the 

median values typically reflected the central tumor while the edge of the tumor contained the 

25th percentile nADC and 75th percentile nFA values. Although the correlation across 

patients was strong, the correlation within patients was not as strong. There was a large 

range of correlation coefficient values, ranging from -0.12 to -0.81, with a median correlation 

of -0.43, -0.49 -0.45 and -0.44 for patients with oligodendrogliomas, astrocytomas, 

oligoastrocytomas, and all subtypes, respectively. The within-patient NAWM correlation 

coefficients were significantly lower than those within the tumor, with a median correlation 

of -0.17, -0.18, -0.23 and -0.18 for patients with oligodendrogliomas, astrocytomas, 

oligoastrocytomas, and all subtypes, respectively.  

 Logistic regression analysis was used to examine the ability of the nADC and nFA in 

subtyping patients with oligodendroglioma versus astrocytoma. The most optimal cutoff 

value for the median nADC was 1.84, misclassifying 2 of 23 oligodendrogliomas, 3 of 16 

astrocytomas with an overall accuracy of 87%. The most optimal cutoff value for the median 

nFA was 0.41, misclassifying 1 of 14 oligodendrogliomas, 1 of 9 astrocytomas, with an 

overall accuracy of 91%. The same 2 patients misclassified from the nFA analysis alone were 

misclassified when both the nADC and nFA were both included in the analysis.  
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5.4 Discussion 

Non-invasive methods for distinguishing between patients who have grade II 

astrocytoma and oligodendrogliomas are important because they have different prognostic 

factors and response to treatment. This study shows a significant difference in the apparent 

diffusion coefficient and fractional anisotropy values between newly diagnosed patients with 

grade II oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma lesions, while patients with the heterogeneous 

grade II oligoastrocytoma had values that fell in between those of oligodendrogliomas and 

astrocytomas.   

The 23 patients with grade II oligodendroglioma and 16 patients with grade II 

astrocytoma had a significant difference in the ADC and normalized ADC values with mean 

± standard deviation ADC values of 1221 ± 165 and 1562 ± 204 × 10-3 mm2/s , 

respectively. Tozer et al. (103) was able to show a significant difference between 9 patients 

with grade II oligodendroglioma and 15 patients with grade II astrocytoma with mean ± 

standard deviation ADC values of 1360 ± 150 and 1510 ± 250 × 10-3 mm2/s, respectively, 

using a histogram analysis of apparent diffusion coefficient Although the mean values 

obtained were similar, Bulakbasi et al. (75), reported no significant difference in the ADC 

peritumoral values between 10 patients with grade II oligodendrogliomas and 23 patients 

with grade II astrocytomas (mean ± standard deviation ADC values of 1360 ± 220  versus 

1560 ± 390 × 10-3 mm2/s). In the current study the ADC values for patients with grade II 

astrocytomas are similar, while the ADC values for OD were lower. This may reflect a 

difference in the histopathologic classification of patients at UCSF versus other institutions 

due to variations in practices, as well as differences in pathologist training.  
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Although there was a significant difference in the normalized FA values for patients 

with grade II oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma, the patients with grade II 

oligoastrocytoma had values that fell between those of the oligodendrogliomas and 

astrocytomas. To our knowledge this is the first paper to examine the fractional anisotropy 

values and find a separation in values for patients with OD and AC. Patients with OD 

showed higher FA values than patients with AC. This may be explained by the more 

disruptive pattern of infiltration of ACs as compared to perineuronal satelitosis in ODs.  

Yamasaki et al. (110) presented the logistic regression to discriminate between ADC 

values for OD and AC tumors for separating 2 patients (1 grade II OD and 1 grade II OA) 

from 17 patients with grade II AC with 94% accuracy. Tozer et al. (103) classified 15 grade 

II ACs and 9 grade II ODs using ADC histograms with an accuracy of 83%. This study 

showed 87% accuracy in separating 23 patients with grade II oligodendrogliomas from 16 

patients with grade II astrocytomas. Patients with grade II oligoastrocytomas have tumor 

mixtures and were then expected to have intermediate ADC and FA values depending on 

how close they resembled one or the other type of the more homogeneous subtypes.     

The use of FA values to discriminate between oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma 

tumors has not previously been shown. This study was able to distinguish between 14 grade 

II oligodendrogliomas and 8 grade II astrocytomas with 91% accuracy. Using the same 

patients (i.e. 6 directional data set), the ADC misclassifies the same 2 patients as the FA. 

There is a significant correlation between nFA and nADC, which would explain why the 

same patients were misclassified and suggests that combining the ADC and FA does not 

enhance the classification.  

Visual inspection indicated that the median ADC and median FA values were within 

the center of the tumor, whereas the lower 25th percentile ADC and 75th percentile FA values 
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were typically at the edge of the tumor. The data shows a similar significant correlation 

between nADC and nFA in the periphery. The variation between the median nADC and 

median nFA, may reflect the biology of the tumor, since no significant correlation was found 

between values within individual patients. This distribution of values, border and central, was 

seen in both patients with oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma and was not found to 

distinguish between them. 

We expect the differences in ADC and FA for OD and AC to arise from biological 

differences and not from confounding factors. There was no significant correlation between 

age and ADC in any of the subgroups separately, but there was a weak significant correlation 

when all of the patients were analyzed together. Patients with oligodendroglioma tended to 

be older with lower ADC, while patients with astrocytoma tended to be younger and have 

higher ADC values. This weak correlation observed could be due to the difference in age 

and ADC values between the groups. Interestingly there was no correlation between 

NAWM ADC values and age for any of the group separately or when combined. This 

suggests that age is not a confounding factor. Berger et al. (37) suggests that the biology of 

large low-grade gliomas is quite different from smaller tumors. This data suggests no 

correlation between tumor volume and ADC values for any of the groups. There were no 

differences between the tumor volumes for patients with different grade II subtypes. 

Therefore, as expected the significant difference cannot be attributed to confounding factors 

and therefore, it can be deduced that the variation is due to a biological difference between 

the tumors, especially since the mixed oligoastrocytomas had values in between those of OD 

and AC. 

The pattern of infiltration varies in astrocytomas and oligodendrogliomas. 

Oligodendrogliomas tend to infiltrate by perineuronal satelitosis (clustering of neoplastic 
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oligodendrocytes around neurons), (see Figure 5.4a). Oligodendrogliomas tend to have more 

persistent neurons as seen in pathology, which may explain the higher FA values. By sparing 

the neurons and less volume of invasion, one would speculate that less edema is expected, 

which may explain the lower ADC values in oligodendrogliomas.  

 

Figure 5.4. H&E staining for patient with (a) grade II oligodendroglioma, which tend to have 

an infiltration pattern of perineuronal satelitosis and more persistent neurons as shown by 

the arrows, whereas patients with (b) grade II astrocytoma tend to have a diffuse infiltration 

pattern. This may help explain the lower ADC and higher FA values in oligodendrogliomas 

and higher ADC and lower FA values in astrocytomas. 

 

Another biological effect that may enhance the separation between OD and AC in 

ADC and FA is calcification. Calcification has been reported in 20-91% of patients  (111, 

112, 113), while micro-calcifications are seen in 90% of tumors (114). Patients with 

calcification are expected to have lower ADC values due to the expected lack of water 

movement in the calcified region. The previous studies do not report the number of patients 

with observed calcification. In this study, calcification was present in at least 40% of the 
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patients with oligodendroglioma. The patients with calcification tended to have the lower 

nADC values.  

ADC has been suggested to correlate to cell density in a mixed population of 

patients with gliomas (64, 115) , but it is not entirely clear how much of a role it has in this 

analysis. Cell density has not been shown to have a significant difference between OD and 

AC.  But, it is expected that the same cell density in these groups would show a difference in 

FA and ADC because of the difference in the infiltration patterns, (see Figure 5.4). 

Histopathology of the 23 patients with grade II oligodendroglioma and 16 patients 

with grade II astrocytoma were reviewed by a single pathologist in a systematic method to 

analyze the biological features of the available tissue. Of the 23 patients with grade II 

oligodendroglioma, 4 patients were determined to also have some features of astrocytoma;  

of the 16 patients with astrocytoma, 6 patients were determined to have some component of 

oligodendroglioma and of the 14 patients with grade II oligoastrocytoma, 1 patient was 

determined to be an astrocytoma. The original patient classification based on nADC is 

shown in Figure 5.5a and the adjusted classification is shown in Figure 5.5b. Most of the 

patients overlapping in the nADC values were re-classified to oligoastrocytomas. It is 

important to mention that some of these patients with mixed features had different focal 

areas exhibiting features of astrocytoma and oligodendroglioma. This would lead us to 

believe that low-grade gliomas are more heterogeneous than once believed and that biopsy 

location is an important aspect of accurate classification.  
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Figure 5.5. (a) The original patient classification based on nADC and (b) the adjusted 

classification based on re-evaluation of histopathology from a single pathologist. Most of the 

patients that were overlapping were re-classified as patients with oligoastrocytomas. 

 

Diffusion parameters can be used to limit the sampling errors of biopsies and 

therefore image-guided biopsies of the higher and lower values of the tumor may help 

sample the more definitive regions, especially when trying to determine a mixed 

oligoastrocytoma from the more homogeneous oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma.  

In conclusion, this study suggests a significant difference in apparent diffusion 

coefficient and fractional anisotropy values between patients with grade II 

oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma subtypes. Therefore, nADC and nFA from diffusion 

tensor imaging could be utilized as a non-invasive biomarker for subtyping low-grades. 
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CHAPTER 6: Characterization of Low Grade Gliomas Using RGB Color-

Maps Derived From ADC Histograms 

 
From the previous study we determined that there is a significant difference in diffusion parameters between 

these patients in a distinct histogram of the values. The goal of this study was to establish a method to visually 

represent variations in the spatial distribution of ADC values, which highlight areas that are likely to have 

an oligo component and areas that are likely to have an astro component as a color-map. This method was 

applied in a prospective manner to a new set of patients to determine how well it could be used in a clinical 

setting. 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The most common histologic subtypes of grade II gliomas are oligodendroglioma 

(OD), astrocytoma (AC) and oligoastrocytoma (OA) (92). The OD and AC subtypes have 

distinct biological characteristics that have been shown to influence response to therapy and 

outcome. OAs contains a mixture of OD and AC and it is thought that their biological 

behavior depends on the relative amounts of these components. The prognosis for patients 

with OD is significantly better than patients with AC, averaging survival times of 10 years or 

more as compared to 4 years (43, 93). ODs also tend to be more responsive to 

chemotherapy (94, 95, 96, 97). The current gold standard for determining glioma subtype is 

surgical biopsy, which is prone to tissue sampling error (98, 99). The choice of biopsy 

location is problematic because grade II gliomas generally do not show enhancement of T1-

weighted MR images and are relatively uniform in intensity on T2 weighted MR scans. There 

is currently no well defined imaging target for surgical biopsy and determination of tumor 
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type is based on a small biopsy region, which is then assumed to represent the remaining 

tumor mass. Knowing that gliomas are heterogeneous tumors, the accuracy of defining 

glioma grade and histological subtype through biopsies is highly dependant on the extent of 

sampling.  

The molecular environment of water in tumor tissue reflects varying levels of 

structural alterations, tumor cellularity, and vasogenic edema. Diffusion-weighted imaging 

(DWI) uses strong gradients to probe the structure of biologic tissues at a microscopic level 

by measuring the Brownian motion of water molecules, and has therefore been used for in 

vivo tissue characterization (100). The apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) can then be 

calculated from the DWI images (66). Tozer et al. (76) suggested an apparent diffusion 

coefficient histogram analysis as a possible method to predict low-grade glioma subtypes. 

Khayal et al. (116) has shown a significant difference in median ADC values between ODs 

and ACs, with a large range of values within each lesion. Thus, while these tumors may not 

be as variable as high-grade tumors, they may nonetheless be heterogeneous in terms of 

biological subtype. 

The goal of this study was to use ADC histograms from patients with AC and OD to 

generate a visual RGB color-map representation that shows oligo-like (red), normal 

appearing white matter-like (green) and astro-like (blue) regions to easily visualize the 

variability within the lesion. The long term objective is to use these images to direct tissue 

sampling for patients undergoing surgical resection in order to assist in biopsying the most 

variable regions within the tumor to ensure the dominant tumor characteristics and 

determine which form of adjuvant therapy would be most appropriate.  
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6.2 Methods  

6.2.1 Study Population 

A total of 53 newly diagnosed patients with grade II gliomas were included in this 

study. These patients were accrued between July 2002 and April 2006. Eleven patients with 

grade II AC (5 female, 6 male) ranged in age from 22 to 51 years, with a mean of 33 years. 

Nineteen patients with grade II OD (7 female, 12 male) ranged in age from 21 to 71 years, 

with a mean of 45 years. Twenty-three patients with grade II OA (9 female, 14 male) ranged 

in age from 18 to 62 years, with a mean of 39 years. Diagnosis was based upon histologic 

examination using criteria defined by the World Health Organization (WHO). Patients 

provided informed consent as approved by the Committee on Human Research at our 

institution.    

6.2.2 Conventional MRI  

Patient exams were performed on a 1.5T GE Signa Echospeed scanner (GE 

Healthcare Technologies), using a standard quadrature head coil. The MRI examination 

included axial T1-weighted pre- and post-gadolinium three-dimensional spoiled gradient 

echo (SPGR) images (TR = 34 ms, TE = 3 ms, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, matrix = 256 × 

192, FOV = 260 × 195 mm2, flip angle = 40°) and axial T2-weighted 3D Fast Spin Echo 

(FSE) (TR = 4,000 ms, TE = 104 ms, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, matrix = 256 × 192, FOV = 

260 × 195 mm2). After each examination, the images were transferred to a SUN Ultra 10 

workstation (Sun Microsystems, CA) for post processing. The FSE and pre-gadolinium 

SPGR images were aligned to the post-gadolinium SPGR using software developed by 

Nelson et al. (70). 
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6.2.3 Diffusion-Weighted Imaging 

Patients were scanned with three directional diffusion weighted imaging (TR = 

10,000 ms, TE = 110 ms, matrix size = 256 × 256, slice thickness = 5 mm, b = 1000 s/mm2, 

or six directional diffusion tensor imaging (TR = 10,000 ms, TE = 108 ms, matrix size = 256 

× 256, slice thickness = 3 mm, b = 1000 s/mm2). The ADC was calculated on a pixel-by-

pixel basis using software developed in-house, based on published algorithms (107). The 

ADC map was aligned to anatomical imaging by rigidly aligning the T2-weighted (b=0) 

diffusion image to the T2-weighted FSE and applying the transformation to the ADC (72). 

6.2.4 Data Processing 

An in-house semi-automated segmentation method, described in detail elsewhere 

(108), was used to define the contrast enhancing lesion (CEL) on the post-gad T1-weighted 

image (in the 6/53 patients showing enhancement: 3 ODs, 1 AC, 2 OAs) and the T2 

hyperintense region (T2All) on the T2-weighted FSE image. The non-enhancing region 

(T2L) was defined as T2All minus the CEL. The Normal Appearing White Matter (NAWM) 

mask was segmented using FAST (FMRIB's Automated Segmentation Tool) Software from 

the pre-gad T1-weighted image (74).  

6.2.5 Derivation of Color-maps 

The colormaps were generated by translating the ADC gray scale intensity to an 

RGB matrix.  The red, green and blue components of the colormaps were derived from 

normalized ADC (nADC) histograms. Normalized histograms were generated within the 

NAWM and NEL. The histogram of the nADC values within the NAWM of each of the 30 

patients with OD and AC were summed together to generate the NAWM histogram (green) 
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seen in Figure 6.1. The (red) OD and (blue) AC histograms correspond to the sum of the 

individual NEL nADC histograms of each of the 19 ODs and 11 ACs, respectively. 

The nADC maps were generated by dividing the ADC maps by the median ADC 

value within the NAWM mask. Translating the nADC voxel value to the RGB matrix values 

was performed in three steps. First, each nADC value was mapped to the appropriate bin 

value. The histogram bins ranged from 0 to 4 with a bin size of 0.05. Second, the R (red), G 

(green) and B (blue) weighted heights were calculated at the bin value for each histogram, 

where R = OD(bin value)/OD(max), G = NAWM(bin value)/NAWM(max) and B = 

AC(bin value)/AC(max). Lastly, the first and second steps are repeated for all nADC values. 

Figure 1 shows the example of nADC=1.5 for the first and second steps and the full color-

map for the example nADC slice shown. 

An nADC cutoff value of 1.8 best seperated the median nADC values for OD and 

AC subtype. Therefore, the percentage volume equal to or less than 1.8 and the percentage 

volume greater than 1.8 was calculated as the percentage oligo-like and astro-like tumor for a 

quick estimate of the relative amounts of OD and AC components within the tumor.  

 

 
 
Figure 6.1. Mapping a nADC map (1) to an RGB map (2).  
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Example of mapping a nADC value (i.e. nADC = 1.5) to an RGB value set. First, find the 

bin value the nADC value belongs to within the 0 to 4 range (a). Next, calculate the RGB 

matrix based on the histogram weighted heights (i.e. R = OD(bin value)/OD(max) = 

0.0744/0.0749 = 0.993, G = NAWM(bin value)/NAWM(max) = 0/0.0749 = 0, B = AC(bin 

value)/AC(max) = 0.0158/0.0429 = 0.368) (b). Repeat for all voxels.  

 

6.3 Results  

Color-maps were generated for each of the 53 grade II glioma patients. Color-maps from 18 

patients, 6 patients from each subtype showing the least distortion were randomly chosen 

and presented in Figure 6.2. The normal appearing white and gray matter tended to have 

similar ADC values and therefore appear green. Black regions can be seen within the normal 

appearing green tissue. These are regions with nADC values that fall below the NAWM 

histogram and therefore contain no colored pixels. The edge of gray matter and 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) generally appears pink due to the partial voluming of gray matter 

and CSF. The CSF surrounding the brain and the CSF within the ventricles include values 

found within the astro-like nADC values and higher, therefore appearing blue to black. 

Distortion could be seen in some cases for tumors that were more anterior, close to the 

orbits or sinuses.  
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Figure 6.2. Color-maps of a single slice from 18 example patients, separated into groups of 6 

patients per subtype: Oligodendroglioma (OD), Astrocytoma (AC) and Oligoastrocytoma 

(OA).   

 

 Color-maps of oligodendroglial tumor regions were generally visualized in a pink 

color as can be seen in the representative 6 patients shown in Figure 6.2, while the 

colormaps of astrocytic tumor regions were generally visualized with various shades of blue. 

In many cases there appears to be a thin pink rim surrounding the astrocytic tumors. These 

pink voxels could be attributed to the partial voluming of high nADC tumor values and 

normal-appearing tissue to a nADC value that is more closely visualized as pink. In the case 

of patients with oligoastrocytic tumor regions, generally both pink and blue regions could be 

seen. The colormaps of patients with OA, figure 6.2, show a mixture of both blue and pink 
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that in many cases appear to be bleeding into each other and blotchy. The patient presented 

in Figure 6.1 shows primarily a pink abnormality, but with some patches of blue.  

The median nADC value for each patient is plotted against the percentage of oligo-

like volume as shown in Figure 6.3. The percentage oligo-like volume for patients with OD, 

AC and OA ranged from 66% to 99%,  5% to 68% and 20% to 91%, respectively, with a 

median value of 86.5%, 26% and 45.5%, respectively.   

 

Figure 6.3. Plot of the median nADC value for each patient versus the percentage oligo-like 

volume, where the percentage astro-like volume is equal to 100-percentage oligo-like 

volume. As expected, the median nADC has a strong correlation with the percentage oligo 

and astro-like volumes.  
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6.4 Discussion  

 Grade II gliomas are heterogeneous tumors that generally do not enhance on post-

gadolinium T1-weighted MR images. Since biopsies are generally taken from the enhancing 

portion of a tumor, there is currently no well defined imaging target for surgical biopsy for 

these lesions. As the classification of these tumors is dependent on the extent of sampling, 

the ability to use imaging data to guide biopsy sampling is critical. The technique that we 

have proposed provides a color map of the oligo-like and astro-like regions of the tumor in 

order to direct tissue sampling and to assist in defining the dominant tumor characteristics. 

This may be important in determining which form of adjuvant therapy would be most 

appropriate. 

In our patient population approximately 11% of patients showed enhancement in a 

very small volume relative to the non-enhancing lesion. In those patients, the enhancing 

region is a well defined imaging target, but for the reaming cases, the color-map technique 

may aid in defining the heterogeneous regions to sample within the tumor. Therefore, this 

analysis focused on using the non-enhancing lesion histograms, although they were similar to 

the T2ALL regions.  

This study utilized ADC histograms from the normal appearing white matter regions 

and from non-enhancing regions of patients with OD and AC to generate RGB colormaps 

with oligo-like (red), NAWM-like (green) and astro-like (blue) weightings. Each gray scale 

voxel was visualized as a mixture of the red, green and blue weightings. The colormaps 

provide visualization of the biologically different regions within the whole tumor mass, 

which may aid in directing image-guided biopsies in order to obtain tumor tissue from 

representative regions of the brain. The patient presented in Figure 6.1 shows primarily a 

pink abnormality, but with some patches of blue. The recommendation for image-guided 

nA
D

C
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biopsy would be to biopsy both a pink region and a blue region to ensure that this patient, 

who appears to have an OD, does not have an OA. This ensures that the biopsy is directed 

to regions that can accurately sample the tumor in order to define the dominant tumor 

characteristics. Even though the aim of surgery in low-grades is generally radical resection, 

more accurate targeted biopsying may aid in more accurate assessment of subtype and by 

doing so may aid in determining the best course of treatment.      

Plotting the median nADC value within the tumor versus the percentage oligo-like 

volume shows an excellent separation between the patients with OD and AC, with the 

patients having OA being distributed across the entire range. Examining the population of 

patients with AC further, it is clear from Figure 6.3 that the patient with a percentage oligo-

like volume of 68% appears to be an outlier and the remaining patients had percentage oligo-

like volumes ranging from 5% to 38%. Tissue biopsy of this outlier appears to be too small 

to accurately assess histopathology and therefore the pathologist’s best estimate was AC. 

According to this analysis the tumor may be more consistent with an oligodendroglial or 

oligoastrocytic tumor.   

This study focuses on the assessment of ADC values for grade II gliomas. A 

limitation of this study is that it does not include non-enhancing grade III gliomas. Future 

studies will examine the application of these colormaps to non-enhancing grade III gliomas, 

which may include lower ADC values and therefore have a larger component of an oligo-like 

appearance.  

Another possible limitation of this study is the analysis of both 3 directional and 6 

directional diffusion data. A strong correlation between the ADC values from 3 directional 

and 6 directional data from the same patients has been shown in a previous study (116). The 

analysis from this study was performed using ADC values acquired at 1.5T. It has been 
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shown that ADC values from 3T have smaller variances as compared to values from 1.5T 

with a negligible effect on mean diffusivity (117). Therefore anlaysis of 3T ADC values for 

ODs, ACs and OAs may be enhanced in this type of analysis. 

In conclusion, this technique generates RGB colormaps with oligo-like (red), 

NAWM-like (green) and astro-like (blue) weightings, allowing for the visualization of the 

biologically different regions within the whole tumor mass. This may aid in directing image-

guided biopsies in order to obtain tumor tissue from representative regions of the brain that 

can accurately sample the tumor in order to define the dominant tumor characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 7: Histopathology of Image-Guided Biopsies based on 

Colormaps from Diffusion Imaging of Newly Diagnosed Grade II Gliomas 

This chapter assesses the histopathology of Image-guided biopsies, which were chosen based on high and low 

ADC values as assessed and seen in colormaps for patients with newly diagnosed grade II gliomas.  

 

7.1 Introduction  

Oligodendrogliomas (OD) and astrocytomas (AC) have distinct biological 

characteristics that have been shown to influence response to therapy and outcome. 

Oligoastrocytomas (OA) contain a mixture of both oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma and 

it is thought that their biological behavior have the potential to behave like either subtype. 

The prognosis for patients with oligodendrogliomas is significantly better than patients with 

astrocytomas, averaging survival times of 10 years or more as compared to 4 years (43, 93). 

Oligodendrogliomas also tend to be more responsive to chemotherapy (94, 95, 96, 97). Co-

deletion of the 1p and 19q chromosomal arms is associated with improved survival and 

response to chemotherapy (118). The biological factors responsible for the chemosensitivity 

in tumors with deletion of the 1p/19q loss are unknown, however they may differ in their 

infiltration capabilities (119, 120) A mutation in the p53 tumor suppressor protein is more 

often seen in AC than OD and is rarely observed in tumors with a 1p19q co-deletion (121, 

122).   

The current gold standard for differentiation between the glioma subtypes is surgical 

biopsy, which imparts substantial risk to the patient and is prone to tissue sampling error 

(98, 99). Knowing that gliomas are heterogeneous tumors, the accuracy of glioma 

classification and grading through biopsies is highly dependent on the extent of sampling, 
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especially for grade II tumors, which often do not show a contrast-enhancing lesion on 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and therefore do not present a specific biopsy target. 

Finding non-invasive imaging techniques capable of differentiating these low grade tumors is 

critical, especially for tumors that have sub-regions with both phenotypes, but that may not 

have otherwise been diagnosed as such because the tissue samples used for histological 

analysis were unable to represent the entire tumor. A non-invasive method for predicting 

tumor aggressiveness and/or response to therapy is also critical for managing patients with 

inoperable tumors – such as brainstem glioma – as well patients with post-surgical residual 

disease. This is particularly true for patients with mixed glioma where the tumor remaining in 

the brain after surgery may not have the same characteristics as the tumor that was removed. 

Microscopic molecular movement of water in tumor tissue reflects tissue properties 

that include varying levels of structural alterations, tumor cellularity, and vasogenic edema. 

Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI) uses strong gradients to probe the 

structure of biologic tissues at a microscopic level by measuring the Brownian motion of 

water molecules, and has therefore been used for in vivo tissue characterization (100). The 

diffusion parameter calculated from DWI is the mean diffusivity, also known as the apparent 

diffusion coefficient (ADC). 

Our group and others have reported that grade II astrocytoma have a significantly 

higher ADC than grade II oligodendroglioma, while the ADC of mixed OA tends to fall 

somewhere in between the two extremes (103, 123). This finding was somewhat surprising 

given the commonly-held idea that ADC is inversely related to cell density (115) and yet the 

cell density of grade II gliomas is uniformly low, regardless of histologic subtype. It is not 

clear whether the inverse correlation between ADC and cell density is applicable for all 

tumor types and grades. 
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We speculated that other micro-structural properties such as neuronal integrity, 

grey/white matter composition, and/or degree of infiltration into normal tissue may more 

strongly influence the ADC measurement in tumors with relatively low cellularity. A clearer 

understanding of the micro-structural factors that affect the ADC can improve the 

interpretation of MR diffusion data for non-enhancing grade II glioma.  

The goal of this study was to (1) test a previously-determined threshold ADC value 

for distinguishing OD and AC on a new test set of non-enhancing grade II gliomas, and (2) 

to compare the local ADC and micro-structural tissue properties at specific biopsy locations 

within the tumors. Specifically, scored, blinded pathological assessment was made of the 

histologic subtype, degree of infiltration, and degree of axonal degradation at one or more 

biopsy locations within each tumor and compared with the pre-surgical ADC value at that 

same location. None of the tumors exhibited frank contrast enhancement prior to surgery 

and were therefore assumed to be similar in terms of hemodynamics. 

 

7.2 Materials and Methods 

7.2.1 Study Population 

A total of 34 patients with newly diagnosed non-enhancing grade II glioma were 

included in this study. Final tissue diagnosis was based upon histologic examination of 

clinical and research biopsies using criteria defined by the World Health Organization 

(WHO) neuropathological criteria (124). Biopsy samples were read and analyzed by a single 

neuropathologist. Twelve patients had grade II oligodendrogliomas (8 female, 4 male) and 

ranged in age from 29 to 62 years, with a mean of 45 years. Twelve patients had grade II 

astrocytomas (4 female, 8 male) and ranged in age from 29 to 48 years with a mean of 40 
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years. Six patients had grade II oligoastrocytoma (6 female, 0 male) and ranged in age from 

23 to 41 with a mean of 35 years. Patients provided informed consent for the biopsy portion 

as approved by the Committee on Human Research at our institution.  

7.2.2 Conventional MRI  

MR exams were performed with a 3T GE Signa Echospeed scanner (GE Healthcare 

Technologies), using an 8-channel head coil. The MRI examination included axial T1-

weighted post-gadolinium three-dimensional inversion recovery spoiled gradient echo 

(IRSPGR) images (TR = 9 ms, TE = 2 ms, TI = 400 ms, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, matrix = 

256 × 256, FOV = 251 × 251 mm2, flip angle = 40°), axial T2-weighted 3D Fast Spin Echo 

(FSE) (TR = 3,667 ms, TE = 100 ms, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, FOV = 

261 × 261 mm2) and/or axial XETA T2 Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) (TR 

= 10,000 ms, TE = 130 ms, TI = 2200 ms, slice thickness = 1.5mm, matrix = 256 x 256, 

FOV = 241 x 241 mm2). After each examination, the images were transferred to a SUN 

Ultra 10 workstation (Sun Microsystems, CA) for post processing.  

The FSE or FLAIR were aligned to the post-gadolinium SPGR using software 

developed in our laboratory (70). An in-house semi-automated segmentation method was 

used to define the T2 hyperintense region (NEL) on the T2-weighted FSE image or the T2-

weighted FLAIR image (108). The normal appearing white matter (NAWM) mask was 

segmented using FAST (FMRIB's Automated Segmentation Tool) Software on the T2-

weighted FSE image (74). 

7.2.3 Diffusion-Weighted Imaging 

Patients were scanned with a six directional diffusion weighted echo-planar imaging 

(EPI) sequence (TR = 7,000 ms, TE = 63 ms, matrix size = 256 × 256, slice thickness = 3 
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mm, b = 1000 s/mm2, NEX=4). ADC maps were calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis using 

software developed in-house, based on published algorithms (107). Diffusion images were 

registered to anatomical imaging by rigidly aligning the T2-weighted (b=0) diffusion image to 

the T2-weighted FSE and applying the transformation to the ADC map (72). Normalized 

ADC maps (nADC) were generated by dividing the ADC maps by the median ADC value 

within the NAWM mask.  

RGB color maps generated from previously acquired normalized ADC histograms 

within the: non-enhancing lesion of patients with grade II oligodendrogliomas (red), normal 

appearing white matter of patients with grade II oligodendrogliomas and astrocytomas 

(green), and non-enhancing lesion of patients with grade II astrocytomas (blue), as 

previously described elsewhere (125).    

7.2.4 Image-Guided Biopsy  

Surgeons identified candidates for this study from patients with suspected non-

enhancing low-grade gliomas scheduled to undergo surgical resections. After 10-11 fiducials 

were positioned, the MRI protocol described in detail above was acquired. After post-

processing the images, 2-4 biopsy targets were chosen, based on identifying a blue and pink 

region from the colormaps whenever possible. Biopsy targets were visually overlayed on the 

axial FSE displayed on the Brain Lab VectorVision neuronavigation system (Heimstetten, 

Germany), but could be overlayed onto any of the anatomical images during surgery. The 

biopsy target was always a cylinder with a diameter and height of 6mm to accommodate for 

the 5mm accuracy of the surgical planning methodology (126). 

In the Operating Room, the fiducials are registered to the BrainLab System. The 

locations of the biopsy samples obtained using diffusion guidance were recorded during the 
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course of their extraction by using the screen save feature of the surgical navigation system. 

Once extracted, the biopsy specimens were fixed in formalin and sent to the UCSF 

neuropathology service for histopathological analysis. 

7.2.5 Histopathology 

Histopathological assessments were utilized for both global and local analyses.  The 

assessment for the global study was intended to accurately characterize the tumor subtype 

and the expected behavior of the tumors based on well-known molecular biomarkers. 

Specifically, the sole purpose was to stratify those tumors that would most likely have a 

favorable response to chemotherapy (an oligodendroglial-like behavior) from those that were 

less likely to respond (an astrocytic-like feature).  

To determine which of the OD or OA tumors had loss of heterozyugosity (LOH) 

on the 1p and 19q chromosomes, a marker of the classic chemosensitivity of tumors with an 

oligodendroglial component, the fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) technique was 

performed on each biopsy. An adjacent H&E stain section of the case was reviewed to 

evaluate tumor and normal tissue morphology and to identify the appropriate area of FISH 

analysis. In cases where FISH could not be performed for technical reasons, an 

immunoperoxidase assay of mutated p53 tumor suppressor protein was performed.  Studies 

have shown that it is rare to that both p53 mutation and deletion of 1p/19q are detected in 

the same patient (121, 122). Therefore, OD and OA tumors that were positive for p53 

mutation were assumed not to have the classic chemosensitivity attributed to 

oligodendroglial tumors.  

The assessment for the local study was intended to more directly assess the growth 

and infiltrative properties of the tumor. Specifically, axonal disruption was assessed using an 
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SMI-31 stain. All local assessments were performed by the same experienced 

neuropathologist (S.V.) who was blinded to patient diagnosis and imaging results. 

The immunohistochemical stain, SMI-31, was used to assess axonal disruption 

patterns by qualifying disruption on a scale from 0 to 3 with no disruption = 0 and maximal 

disruption = 3. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) histopathological stains were utilized to 

determine tumor burden/load as it related to the margin. Biopsies within the central region 

of the tumor or along a central margin were grouped together, while biopsies on the margin 

edge of the extent of the tumor or with minimal tumor cells were grouped together.  

7.2.6 Data Processing & Statistical Analysis 

The global analysis tested a previously determined nADC threshold of 1.8 for 

distinguishing OD and AC subtypes on a new population of non-enhancing grade II 

gliomas. The number of patients identified correctly within each subtype is noted.  

 The local analysis evaluated the median nADC value, tumor burden score and 

disruption score for each image-guided biopsy. Within patient biopsy analysis was used to 

help determine the variation in disruption score as the nADC values increased, while across 

patient analysis was used to assess the presence of a correlation between nADC and 

pathological tumor burden and disruption. 

 

7.3 Results  

7.3.1 Global Analysis  

In our previous study, logistic regression analysis on a training set of 39 grade II AC 

and OD tumors showed that the two types could be classified with 87% accuracy using a 
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threshold nADC value of 1.8. We used the current cohort of non-enhancing patients as a 

test set for the 1.8 nADC threshold. Table 7.1 shows the grade II subtype, median nADC, 

1p19q deletion and p53 mutation information for the 30 patients in increasing order of the 

median nADC values. 

 

Table 7.1. Grade II patient subtype, median nADC, 1p19q deletion and p53 mutation 

information in increasing order of the median nADC values.  

Patient 
Number Subtype Median 

nADC 

1p19q 
(deletion=1, 

no 
deletion=0) 

p53 
mutation 

(positive=1, 
negative=0) 

1 OD 1.35 1 0 
2 OA 1.40 1 0 
3 OD 1.49 1 0 
4 OD 1.50 1 NaN 
5 OD 1.51 NaN 1 
6 OD 1.52 1 0 
7 OA 1.54 1 0 
8 AS 1.55 NaN 0 
9 OD 1.59 1 0 
10 AS 1.59 NaN 1 
11 OD 1.60 1 0 
12 OD 1.61 1 NaN 
13 OD 1.61 NaN 0 
14 OD 1.63 1 0 
15 OD 1.70 1 0 
16 OD 1.80 1 0 
17 AS 1.85 0 1 
18 AS 1.86 NaN 1 
19 AS 1.87 NaN 0 
20 OA 1.96 0 1 
21 AS 2.03 NaN 1 
22 AS 2.14 NaN 1 
23 OA 2.18 0 1 
24 OA 2.18 0 NaN 
25 AS 2.21 NaN 1 
26 AS 2.29 NaN 0 
27 OA 2.33 0 NaN 
28 AS 2.35 NaN 1 
29 AS 2.40 NaN 1 
30 AS 2.42 NaN 0 
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Twelve patients were diagnosed as grade II OD. Assessment of 1p19q chromosomal 

status was performed on 10/12 OD cases and all 10 patients showed a deletion in 1p19q. 

Using the <1.8 median nADC cutoff, 11/12 (92%) patients were correctly categorized as 

OD, while 1 patient had a nADC value equal to 1.8 and a deletion of 1p19q.  

Twelve patients were diagnosed as grade II AC. P53 mutation information was 

analyzed for all AC with 8 patients showing a mutation in p53 and 4 patients showing no 

mutation in p53. Ten patients (83%) were accurately categorized as AC with nADC values of 

1.8 or greater, while two patients were categorized as having an oligodendroglioma with 

nADC values of 1.55 and no mutation in p53 and 1.59 with a mutation in p53.  

Six patients were diagnosed with a grade II OA and all were assayed for 1p19q 

status. Two patients with nADC values less than 1.8, categorized as OD, both showed a 

deletion in 1p19q and 4 patients with nADC values greater than 1.8, categorized as AC, all 

showed no deletion in 1p and 19q.    

7.3.2 Local Image-Guided Biopsy Analysis 

  Image-guided biopsies were available for 21/30 patients. We assessed the median 

nADC, disruption score and tumor burden score for these cases both within and across 

patients.  

Across Patient Analysis:  

  When examining all biopsies together there was a significant correlation between 

nADC and the SMI disruption score (r=0.489, p<0.00066, n=45). To determine whether the 

proportion of tumor within each biopsy influenced nADC we split the biopsies into two 

groups: high tumor burden and low tumor burden, and examined the nADC versus 
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disruption score as shown in Figure 7.1. Normalized ADC values were higher in the high 

tumor burden biopsies with higher cellularity relative to the low tumor burden biopsies.  

 
 

 

Figure 7.1. Normalized ADC values versus axonal disruption for biopsies from (a.) High 

Tumor Burden and (b.) Low Tumor Burden, by subtype. 

 

There was a significant correlation between nADC and disruption (r=0.37, 

p=0.0494, n=28) for the high tumor burden biopsies, but not for the low burden biopsies. A 

small range of variation in disruption [i.e. disruption = 0 (n=6), 1 (n=10) and 2 (n=1)], but a 

somewhat large range of nADC values (1.11-2.85) is noted for the low tumor burden 

biopsies. In this case, the nominal notation for disruption may not be capturing the smaller 
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variation in disruption scale that may be occurring and therefore may be limiting the range 

for the correlation, suggesting that the range of disruption noted for the high and low tumor 

burden regions separately may be the limiting factor in reaching significance; or it may 

suggest that there is no correlation in low tumor biopsies. It also appears that the wide range 

of nADC values in the low tumor burden biopsies results from some property of the tissue 

other than neuronal disruption. 

Next, biopsies were grouped by subtype and a Spearman rank correlation between 

nADC and disruption was performed. Biopsies from patients with grade II AC showed a 

significant correlation between nADC and disruption (r=0.754, p<0.0003, n=18), whereas 

no significant correlation was noted for patients with grade II OA (n=12) or OD (n=15).  

Within Patient Analysis:  

 Next, the correlation between nADC and disruption was examined within each 

patient by subtype as shown in Figure 7.2 and for all biopsies. For increasing nADC the 

number of patients per subtype showing an increase, no change and decrease in disruption 

are noted in Table 7.2. Including all patients, increasing nADC showed increasing SMI in 11 

patients, no change in SMI in 5 patients and a decrease in SMI in 5 patients. Performing a 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test using 2 biopsies per patient for each of the subtypes showed that 

only the AC biopsies showed a significant Wilcoxon signed-rank test p-value for disruption 

(p=0.016) and tumor burden (p=0.031), with a significant p-value in nADC (p=0.039), see 

Table 7.2. Performing a Wilcoxon signed-rank test using 2 biopsies from all 21 patients 

showed a significant p-value for disruption (p<0.0004), tumor burden (p<0.0001), and 

nADC (p=0.003).  
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Figure 7.2. Normalized ADC and axonal disruption biopsy points per patient by subtype: (a.) 

Oligodendroglioma, (b.) Oligoastrocytoma and (c.) Astrocytoma. 

Table 7.2. For increasing nADC the number of patients per subtype showing an increase, no 

change and decrease in disruption are noted. Wilcoxon signed-rank p-values for all patients 

and by subtype. All biopsies together and AC biopsies showed significant variation in 

disruption and tumor burden such that one would test for the signed-rank p value in nADC.  

  OD OA AC ALL 
 Total # of patients 7 6 8 21 

increase in disruption 4 2 5 11 
no change in disruption 1 3 1 5 for increasing 

nADC decrease in disruption 2 1 2 5 
nADC 0.375 0.094 0.039* 0.003* 

disruption 0.031* 0.250 0.016* <0.0004* 
Wilcoxon 

signed-rank 
test p-value tumor burden 0.125 0.063 0.031* <0.0001* 
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 As previously described elsewhere (125), the green colormap represents NAWM, the 

pink region represents the OD-like values and the blue region represents the AC-like values.  

Two patients from each subtype showed biopsies from both a pink and blue region from the 

colormaps. These patients showed higher nADC values with higher disruption, except for 

one OA patient that showed higher nADC values without an increase in disruption. The 

pathologist prediction of subtype was the same for both the pink and the blue region for all 

cases. In the case of the two AC cases, the blue region came from the central region, while 

the pink region came from the edge of the tumor. In both the OD cases, the blue biopsy 

came from a small central blue region, typically in the white matter, while the pink biopsy 

came from a more extensive large pink region surrounding the blue region, more central 

than the pink biopsy from the ACs. Both cases showed higher disruption with higher nADC 

values. These 4 “classic” OD and AC colormaps are shown in Figure 7.3.  

 
 

Figure 7.3. Two cases of each subtype showing (a.) OD, with a small central blue region and 

an extensive pink region; and (b.) AC, with an extensive central blue region and a thin pink 

rim. A colored square box represents the biopsy location from the blue and pink regions.  
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An example of one of the OD cases showing the color maps, H&E and SMI-31 

staining is shown in Figure 7.4. In the OA cases, one case had a blue center with a thin pink 

rim (AC-like), while the other had a smaller central blue region and an extensive surrounding 

pink region (OD-like).  

 

 
 

Figure 7.4. Two biopsies red (top) and green (bottom) from a patient with a grade II 

oligodendroglioma overlayed on (a. & e.) ADC and (b. & f.) colormap maps with (c. & g.) 

H&E and (d. & h.) SMI-31 stains. The red biopsy is within the central portion of the tumor 

showing high ADC, a blue colormap region and very high axonal disruption, while the green 

biopsy is within infiltrating cortex showing lower ADC, a pink colormap region and very 

minimal axonal disruption. 
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7.4 Discussion  

Grade II gliomas are heterogeneous tumors that generally do not enhance on post-

gadolinium T1-weighted MR images. The grade II non-enhancing glioma population in this 

study serves as the test data set for the previously determined normalized ADC threshold in 

separating oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma. Further this study included image-guided 

biopsies in order to examine the pink and blue regions in colormaps and to compare the 

local ADC and micro-structural tissue properties at specific biopsy locations within the 

tumors.  

The nADC threshold of 1.8 accurately classified 91% of patients with 

oligodendroglioma and 89% of patients with astrocytoma. This classification was similar in 

oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma classification over our previous study. The patients with 

oligoastrocytoma that showed nADC values similar to those of patients with 

oligodendroglioma showed deletion in 1p19q, while patients with nADC values similar to 

patients with astrocytoma showed no deletion in 1p19q. Oligoastrocytic tumors with no 

deletion in 1p19q also had a growth pattern consistent with astrocytoma with a central blue 

region and a thin pink rim on colormaps. The transition from a central blue region to a thin 

pink rim on ADC colormaps represents a sharp, smooth border. This has been similarly seen 

where a sharp, smooth border along with homogeneous signal intensity on T1 and T2-

images was associated with no deletion in 1p19q (127, 128). This suggests that the OA-like 

tumors have similar patterns of disruption to ACs with a central blue region and a thin pink 

rim on colormaps are associated with no deletion in 1p19q.  

The pattern resembling a more homogeneous pink region throughout the tumor, 

with some patients showing a small central blue region surrounding the more extensive pink 

region as seen on colormaps. All patients with 1p19q analysis showed a deletion of 1p19q in 
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patients with oligodendroglioma and therefore we do not attribute this central blue region to 

the deletion of 1p19q.  

Normalized ADC values were higher in the high tumor burden biopsies with higher 

cellularity relative to the low tumor burden biopsies. This appears to be contrary to previous 

papers suggesting lower nADC values in higher cellular regions (64). A significant correlation 

between nADC values and axonal disruption was noted for all biopsies and within high 

tumor burden biopsies. Splitting the patients by subtype, significant correlation was reached 

only for patients with astrocytoma. There were only 4 biopsies from patients with 

oligoastrocytoma and therefore we did not suspect to have a large enough population for the 

correlation. We believe the lack of a significant correlation in patients with 

oligodendroglioma may be due to the small range in axonal disruption values. It is not 

surprising to see this given that astrocytomas are known to be more disruptive to 

surrounding normal structures than oligodendroglioma, especially ones that have a deletion 

in 1p19q (119). Overall this suggests that the variation in nADC values across grade II 

gliomas, which typically show uniformly low cellularity, may be strongly driven by axonal 

disruption.  

Disruption, tumor burden and normalized ADC changes were examined within 

patients using 2 biopsies per patient. Combining all subtypes we found there to be enough 

differences in disruption, tumor burden and normalized ADC such that within patients we 

also examined higher disruption with higher normalized ADC values. Examining each 

subtype separately again showed that only patients with astrocytoma showed a significant 

difference in disruption, tumor burden and normalized ADC. This indicates that patients 

with astrocytoma showed a larger variation in disruption and tumor burden not only across 
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patients, but also within patients, while a smaller range of variation was observed for patients 

with oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma both across and within patients.  

Examining biopsies from the same patients with a primarily pink (lower ADC), and a 

primarily blue (higher ADC), region typically showed the same subtype prediction by the 

neuropathologist, with higher disruption in the higher ADC blue region as compared to the 

less disrupted lower ADC pink region. In the case of oligodendrogliomas, the blue biopsy 

came from a small central blue region typically in the white matter, while the pink biopsy 

came from a more extensive large pink region surrounding the blue region. The center 

region of an oligodendroglial tumor, the most cellular portion, is possibly showing the more 

disrupted and discohesive portion of the tumor.  

In conclusion the more cellular regions showed higher ADC values and more axonal 

disruption, therefore, this supports that ADC variations in grade II gliomas are driven by 

more than just cellularity. 
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CHAPTER 8: Evaluation of Diffusion Parameters as early Biomarkers of 

Response to Therapy in High-Grade Gliomas 

This chapter assesses the serial changes in the apparent diffusion coefficient as a possible non-invasive 

biomarker for treatment response for patients with grade IV gliomas. Methods of assessment that are 

considered include: voxel-by-voxel analysis (fDM), analysis of the changes in the median value, and analysis 

of changes in the histogram of ADC values. 

 

8.1 Introduction  

Despite decades of research and development in the field of glioma treatment, little progress 

has been made in the overall survival of patients with glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), 

especially in patients aged 65 years and older (129, 130). Given its short survival time, the 

ability to assess early disease progression enables early treatment termination, prevents 

additional unnecessary toxicity and allows prompt changes in treatment for non-responding 

patients. 

 Assessment of disease progression is currently performed using the Macdonald criteria 

(131) which involves the monitoring of measurable changes of the anatomically contrast-

enhancing lesion on serial MRI. For newly diagnosed patients, imaging anatomical 

assessment of chemo-radiotherapy is performed at the end of radiation (RT), typically 2-3 

months after the surgical diagnosis, and then Q2 months. A new class of anti-angiogenic 

agents administered adjuvant to RT with standard of care temozolomide therapy can affect 

the growth of neoplastic blood vessels and result in the eliminating of the contrast-

enhancing volume therefore making it difficult to perform an accurate imaging assessment 

of treatment efficacy. In many cases it has been observed that although the original contrast-
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enhancing volume decreases or diminishes new enhancing and/or non-enhancing regions of 

tumor appear (132, 133). This indicates that the contrast-enhancing component of the tumor 

does not encompass all of the biologically and clinically relevant disease. Therefore, finding 

an early imaging biomarker for disease progression may be important in determining 

treatment efficacy. 

 Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) is a non-invasive technique that allows for the 

probing and quantification of the structure of biologic tissue at a microscopic level by 

measuring the Brownian motion of water molecules. Microscopic molecular movement of 

water in tumor tissue reflects tissue properties that include varying levels of structural 

alterations, tumor cellularity, and vasogenic edema. Diffusion imaging is hypothesized to 

detect early changes in morphology and physiology of tissues associated with changes in 

water content such as changes in the permeability of cell membranes, cell swelling and cell 

lysis, specifically an increase in the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values due to the 

breakdown of cellular membranes and reduction in cell density shortly after successful 

treatment (134).  

 The ADC and the functional Diffusion Map (fDM) analysis have been reported as 

predictors of response to therapy in human brain tumors (135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140). 

Studies suggest that both pretreatment ADC (136) and the change in ADC (139, 140) are 

predictors of response in brain tumors. Additionally, Mardor et al. (135) showed decreased 

ADC values in 3 patients with recurrent glioma who underwent imaging during the days of 

receiving convection-enhanced delivery of paclitaxel, while corresponding increases in signal 

intensity of DW images were seen in a group of 15 patients undergoing the same treatment 

(141).  

 Recent studies suggest that brain tumors that have responded favorably to radiation 
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therapy or chemotherapy show an increase in ADC values shortly after treatment, possibly 

representing an increase in the extracellular space; whereas a decrease in ADC values, 

suggests progression of disease as a result of an increase in tumor cells (136, 138, 142).   

 The purpose of this study was to evaluate diffusion parameters within both the 

contrast enhancing and non-enhancing lesions for pre-, mid- and post-RT scans in post-

surgical GBM patients and examine whether changes in these imaging parameters may serve 

as early markers for treatment response. Ultimately, the goal of treatment is to improve 

survival. However, trials based on overall survival as the primary endpoint for efficacy 

generally require longer follow-up time and are likely to be subject to potential confounding 

due to subsequent anti-cancer treatment after disease progression. In this paper, we use six-

month progression free survival (6-moPFS) as the clinical endpoint of efficacy. Six-month 

progression free survival has been shown to be a strong predictor of survival and an 

important clinical endpoint in evaluating therapy for newly diagnosed or recurrent GBM 

patients (143, 144). 

 

8.2 Materials and Methods 

8.2.1 Study Population 

A total of 49 newly diagnosed patients with GBMs who received surgery and were 

treated with the standard of care radiation therapy (RT) concurrently with temozolomide and 

an adjuvant anti-angiogenic drug plus temozolomide were included in this study. Patients 

were scanned at the beginning of treatment (pre-RT), 1 month into treatment (mid-RT) and 

at the end of radiation therapy (post-RT). Of the 49 patients, 2 patients withdrew within 1 

month of starting treatment, 1 patient went off treatment at 3 months due to an infection 
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and 9 patients were not included due to not having pre-RT and mid- or post-RT scans. Of 

the 37 patients, 26 patients had all three (pre-, mid- and post-RT scans), 9 had only pre- and 

post-RT and 2 had pre- and mid-RT scans only. 

The thirty-seven patients (10 female, 27 male) included in the study ranged in age 

from 25 to 80 with a median of 56 years. Diagnosis was based upon histologic examination 

using criteria defined by the World Health Organization (WHO). Patients provided 

informed consent as approved by the Committee on Human Research at our institution. 

Treatment started <5 weeks after diagnosis, with fractionated RT with a total of 60 

Gy being given over 6 weeks and temozolomide (TMZ) 75 mg/m2 being given daily during 

RT and then adjuvantly at 200 mg/m2 on days 1‑5 of a 28‑day cycle. A protein kinase C 

(PKC)-beta inhibitor that is thought to have both anti-proliferative and anti-angiogenic 

properties was also given daily during RT and adjuvantly. Twelve adjuvant cycles (1cycle=28 

days) were planned.  

Progression was assessed based on the Macdonald criteria (131) in combination with 

clinical information. Patients were grouped based on progression information assessed at 6 

months from the pre-RT MR scan (typically within 2 weeks of initiation of RT) (6-moPFS): 

19 patients showed progression (progressors) and 18 patients showed no progression 

(nonprogressors) by 6 months. To allow for variability in MRI scheduling, 6- month PFS 

was based on progression status up to 200 days.  

8.2.2 Conventional MRI  

MR exams were performed with a 3T GE Signa Echospeed scanner (GE Healthcare 

Technologies). The MRI examination included axial T1-weighted pre- and post- gadolinium 

three-dimensional inversion recovery spoiled gradient echo (IRSPGR) images (TR = 8 ms, 
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TE = 3 ms, TI = 400 ms, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, FOV = 241 × 241 

mm2, flip angle = 15°) and axial T2-weighted Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) 

(TR = 9,500 ms, TE = 122 ms, TI = 2375ms, slice thickness = 3 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, 

FOV = 241 × 241 mm2). After each examination, the images were transferred to a SUN 

Ultra 10 workstation (Sun Microsystems, CA) for post processing.  

8.2.3 Diffusion-Weighted Imaging 

Patients were scanned with six directional diffusion tensor echo-planar imaging 

(EPI) sequence (TR = 7,000 ms, TE = 63 ms, matrix size = 256 × 256, slice thickness = 3 

mm, b = 1000 s/mm2, FOV = 220 x 220 mm2, NEX=4). The eigenvalues (EV1-3), apparent 

diffusion coefficient (ADC) and fractional anisotropy (FA) were calculated on a pixel-by-

pixel basis using software developed in-house, based on published algorithms (107). The 

ADC, FA and EV1-3 maps were registered to anatomical imaging by rigidly aligning the T2-

weighted (b=0) diffusion image to the T2-weighted FLAIR and applying the transformation 

to the ADC, FA and EV1-3 maps (72), see Figure 8.1.  
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Figure 8.1. First, pre-RT T2- aligned to T1-weighted images. Next, T2 from diffusion 

imaging aligned to T2-weighted image and applied to diffusion maps (e.g. ADC, FA). 

Aligning the individual pre-Gad T1-weighted images then aligns the mid- and post-RT scans 

to the pre-RT scans. Finally, apply the previous individual mid- and post-RT transformation 

to all the images at that time point (e.g. FLAIR, ADC, FA). The NEL (blue) and CEL (red) 

are shown for the individual scan time points.  

 

8.2.4 Data Processing 

The FLAIR and pre-gadolinium IRSPGR images were aligned to the post-

gadolinium IRSPGR using software developed in our laboratory (70). An in-house semi-

automated segmentation method was used to define the contrast enhancing lesion (CEL) on 

the post-gad T1-weighted IRSPGR image (73). The T2 hyperintense region (T2ALL) was 
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contoured on the T2-weighted FLAIR image. The non-enhancing region (NEL) was defined 

as T2ALL minus the CEL (T2ALL-CEL). Normalized ADC maps (nADC) were generated 

by dividing the ADC maps by the median ADC value within the Normal Appearing White 

Matter (NAWM) mask, which was segmented using VTK FAST (FMRIB's Automated 

Segmentation Tool) Software on the pre-gad T1-weighted IRSPGR image (74). The same 

method was applied to the FA and EV1-3 maps to generate nFA, nEV1, nEV2 and nEV3 

maps.  

8.2.5 Statistical Analysis 

Summary statistics are provided as medians and ranges. The volumes and median 

normalized diffusion parameters (i.e., nADC, nFA, nEV1, nEV2, and nEV3) were calculated 

within the CEL, NEL and T2ALL regions. The percent change for each volume and median 

normalized diffusion parameter was calculated for three time point changes: from pre- to 

mid-RT (pre-mid), as 100*[mid-pre]/pre; from mid- to post-RT (mid-post), as 100*[post-

mid]/mid; and from pre- to post-RT (pre-post), as 100*[post-pre]/pre within the CEL, NEL 

and T2ALL regions. Differences in the imaging parameters between progressors and 

nonprogressors were assessed using a 2-sided Mann-Whitney rank sum test for volumes, 

median values and percent changes to examine whether values of the imaging markers at a 

given time point or the early changes in these markers predicted 6-month progression status. 

The changes (pre-mid, mid-post, and pre-post) were assessed for significance within each 

group (progressors and nonprogressors) using a 2-sided Wilcoxon sign rank test. Due to the 

exploratory nature of these analyses, there was no adjustment for multiple comparisons and 

a p-value less than 0.05 was used to indicate statistical significance.  
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The procedures described by Moffat et al. (67) for calculating functional Diffusion 

Maps (fDM) were evaluated. These involve the identification of overlapping regions of 

interest on the pre- and mid-RT scans. The recommended minimum overlapping CEL 

volume that should be considered for this technique is 4cc (145). The next step is to generate 

the percent volume of the overlapping region that show increases in ADC value increases 

(VR) or decreases in ADC value (VB) of more than or less than 550 x 10-6 mm2/s, 

respectively. The remaining percentage overlapping volume is referred to as VG. For lesions 

that satisfy the criteria defined above, the differences in VR and VB between patients who 

progress versus those who do not may be evaluated using a Mann-Whitney rank sum test. 

 

8.3 Results 

8.3.1 Volume 

Three patients received a biopsy, while 10 patients received a gross-total and 24 

patients received a sub-total resection of the CEL. The median volumes (cc) within the CEL, 

NEL and T2ALL for the pre-, mid-, and post-, RT are presented in Table 8.1. The 

intersection of the pre- and mid-RT CEL, NEL, T2ALL volumes had a median (range) of 

1.32cc (0-13.68cc), 3.89cc (0-67.41cc) and 8.61cc (0-68.55cc) respectively. This is 

significantly smaller than the individual pre- and mid-RT volumes within the CEL, NEL and 

T2ALL volumes, see Table 8.1. Visual inspection indicated that this was primarily due to 

tissue shift between successive examinations.  
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  Volume (cc) Percent change in Volume (%) 
  pre mid post  pre  to  mid mid to post  pre  to  post  

ALL 5.44 (0 to 44) 2.96 (0 to 19) 3.14 (0 to 20) -56% (-100 to 476) -14% (-100 to 163) -52% (-100 to 1869) 

P 6.37 (0 to 21) 4.17 (0 to 19) 5.01 (0 to 20) -30% (-100 to 62) 49% (-100 to 163) -11% (-100 to 153) 

NP 4.38 (0 to 44) 2.25 (0 to 13) 1.51 (0 to 19) -58% (-100 to 476) -35% (-90 to 72) -67% (-99 to 1869) 
CEL 

ranksum 0.1325 0.1943 0.0144 0.4363 0.0121* 0.2079 

ALL 14.43 (1 to 98) 12.01 (0 to 77) 15.55 (0 to 145) -32% (-100 to 271) 20% (-100 to 758) -0% (-100 to 1690) 

P 21.90 (1 to 98) 15.11 (0 to 64) 18.12 (0 to 145) -31% (-100 to 271) 65% (-100 to 758) 25% (-100 to 1690) 

NP 14.15 (1 to 86) 11.77 (0 to 77) 12.77 (1 to 66) -32% (-100 to 149) 6% (-67 to 155) -8% (-80 to 256) 
NEL 

ranksum 0.4384 0.2458 0.0832 0.669 0.2849 0.1668 

ALL 24.29 (1 to 105) 16.13 (0 to 78) 19.56 (0 to 148) -36% (-100 to 231) 19% (-100 to 361) -0% (-100 to 324) 

P 31.42 (6 to 105) 23.93 (0 to 74) 25.73 (0 to 148) -29% (-100 to 74) 62% (-100 to 361) 31% (-100 to 324) 

NP 20.71 (1 to 88) 14.65 (0 to 78) 17.13 (1 to 67) -37% (-100 to 231) -7% (-67 to 72) -32% (-82 to 138) 
T2ALL 

ranksum 0.2545 0.1268 0.066 0.5413 0.0701 0.1249 

 

Table 8.1. Median (range) of the pre, mid and post RT and the median (range) percent 

change from pre to mid, mid to post, and pre to post RT volumes within the CEL, NEL and 

T2ALL for all patients (ALL), progressors (P) and nonprogressors (NP), along with the 

Mann-Whitney rank sum p-value of the P vs. NP.   

 
The CEL volume was significantly higher (p=0.0144) at the post-RT scan with a 

median of 5.01cc for progressors and 1.51cc for nonprogressors. The change in CEL 

volume from mid- to post-RT was also significantly different (p=0.0121) between 

progressors (with a median increase of 49%) and nonprogressors (with a median decrease of 

35%) see Figure 8.2. No differences within the volumes or % changes within the NEL and 

T2ALL regions were noted for any of the time points between progressors and 

nonprogressors. The Wilcoxon sign rank test showed a significant change from pre- to mid-

RT within the CEL, NEL and T2ALL.  
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Figure 8.2. CEL volume and % change in CEL for All patients, progressors and 

nonprogressors. Progressors showed significantly higher CEL volumes at post-RT and 

significantly higher % changes of CEL volume from mid- to post-RT (p-values presented are 

based on two-sided Mann-Whitney rank sum test). Changes between two time points within 

each patient group was tested using the Wilcoxon sign rank test; statistically significant 

changes was noted with a (*). 

 

8.3.2 Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (nADC) 

The distribution of median nADC values within the CEL for the pre-, mid-, and 

post-, RT are presented in Figure 8.3.  
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Figure 8.3. A trend of increasing CEL nADC values was observed over time. A trend 

towards significantly different % change from mid- to post-RT scans was observed between 

progressors and nonprogressors (p-values presented are based on two-sided Mann-Whitney 

rank sum test). Changes between two time points within each patient group was tested using 

the Wilcoxon sign rank test; statistically significant changes was noted with a (*). 

 

Mid-RT median nADC values within the CEL showed a trend (p=0.073) towards 

higher values for nonprogressors, median (range) of 1.69 (1.31 to 1.98), relative to the 

progressors, 1.53 (0.97 to 1.93). No significant changes were noted between progressors and 

nonprogressors for any time point within the NEL or T2ALL, see Table 8.2.  
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  nADC percent change in nADC (%) 

  pre mid post  pre  to  mid mid to post  pre  to  post  

ALL 1.40 (0.29 to 2.50) 1.62 (0.97 to 1.98) 1.73 (1.10 to 2.50) 8% (-29 to 78) 11% (-11 to 40) 18% (-9 to 466) 

P 1.40 (0.90 to 1.79) 1.53 (0.97 to 1.93) 1.71 (1.10 to 2.44) 2% (-16 to 78) 16% (8 to 40) 17% (1 to 133) 

NP 1.48 (0.29 to 2.50) 1.69 (1.31 to 1.98) 1.77 (1.30 to 2.50) 14% (-29 to 69) 4% (-11 to 38) 18% (-9 to 466) 
CEL 

ranksum 0.4475 0.073 0.49 0.6251 0.0221* 0.69 

ALL 1.42 (1.02 to 3.38) 1.45 (1.03 to 2.18) 1.50 (1.07 to 1.94) -1% (-67 to 41) 7% (-17 to 19) 5% (-68 to 52) 

P 1.48 (1.02 to 2.19) 1.44 (1.03 to 2.18) 1.52 (1.17 to 1.94) -2% (-33 to 41) 13% (-17 to 19) 3% (-24 to 52) 

NP 1.36 (1.24 to 3.38) 1.49 (1.10 to 1.77) 1.47 (1.07 to 1.82) 1% (-67 to 33) 3% (-13 to 18) 5% (-68 to 41) 
NEL 

ranksum 0.7496 0.2599 0.6074 0.7652 0.0192* 0.8555 

ALL 1.40 (0.94 to 2.46) 1.48 (1.02 to 1.76) 1.55 (1.08 to 1.94) 1% (-54 to 53) 8% (-9 to 25) 4% (-56 to 66) 

P 1.41 (0.94 to 1.94) 1.42 (1.02 to 1.76) 1.56 (1.17 to 1.94) 1% (-25 to 53) 14% (-0 to 25) 9% (-8 to 66) 

NP 1.37 (1.26 to 2.46) 1.49 (1.14 to 1.76) 1.51 (1.08 to 1.84) -1% (-54 to 37) 3% (-9 to 15) 3% (-56 to 46) 
T2ALL 

ranksum 0.8553 0.3823 0.446 0.8362 0.0069* 0.5184 

 

Table 8.2. Median (range) of the pre, mid and post RT and the median (range) percent 

change from pre to mid, mid to post, and pre to post RT median nADC within the CEL, 

NEL and T2ALL volumes for all patients (ALL), progressors (P) and nonprogressors (NP), 

along with the Mann-Whitney rank sum p-value of the P vs. NP. 

 
The percent change of the nADC from mid- to post-RT showed significant 

differences between progressors and nonprogressors within CEL (p=0.0121), NEL 

(p=0.0192) and T2ALL (p=0.0069). Significantly higher percent changes were observed 

within the CEL, NEL and T2ALL for progressors (16%, 13% and 14%) versus 

nonprogressors (4%, 3% and 3%).  

Within the CEL, the median percent change in nADC (p-value from the Wilcoxon 

sign rank test) for progressors vs. nonprogressors were 2% (p=0.2266) vs. 14% (p=0.0419) 

from pre- to mid-RT and 16% (p=0.0005) vs. 4% (p=0.1418) from mid- to post-RT. This 

suggests that progressors showed a significant median nADC change from mid- to post-RT, 

while nonprogressors showed a significant change from pre- to mid-RT. Within the NEL 
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and T2ALL, progressors showed a significant percent increase of 13% (p=0.041) and 14% 

(p=0.001) respectively, in the median nADC values from mid- to post-RT.  

8.3.3 Fractional Anisotropy (nFA) 

No significant differences were observed for the median nFA values between 

progressors and nonprogressors for any of the time points (pre-, mid-, or post-RT) within 

any of the regions (CEL, NEL or T2ALL). The percent change in nFA from mid- to post-

RT within the CEL and NEL were significant (p=0.0396, p=0.0421, respectively) with larger 

percent decreases in progressors (-13%, -9%) versus nonprogressors (-5%, -2%), 

respectively, see Table 8.3. Progressors showed a significant change in median nFA values 

within the CEL from mid- to post-RT (p=0.001) with no significant differences within the 

NEL or T2ALL region. 

 
  nFA percent change in nFA (%) 
  pre mid post  pre  to  mid mid to post  pre  to  post  

ALL 0.46 (0.16 to 1.02) 0.46 (0.29 to 0.72) 0.46 (0.26 to 0.92) -1% (-42 to 97) -7% (-36 to 35) 1% (-61 to 156) 

P 0.46 (0.34 to 1.02) 0.46 (0.29 to 0.67) 0.43 (0.26 to 0.74) -9% (-42 to 26) -13% (-32 to 0) -11% (-61 to 24) 

NP 0.42 (0.16 to 0.79) 0.53 (0.32 to 0.72) 0.47 (0.33 to 0.92) 1% (-16 to 97) -5% (-36 to 35) 7% (-22 to 156) 
CEL 

ranksum 0.2269 0.2409 0.4171 0.2268 0.0396 0.0575 

ALL 0.48 (0.17 to 0.92) 0.54 (0.31 to 0.84) 0.52 (0.36 to 0.77) 6% (-47 to 224) -5% (-22 to 60) 8% (-50 to 200) 

P 0.49 (0.21 to 0.92) 0.56 (0.31 to 0.84) 0.53 (0.36 to 0.77) 6% (-47 to 91) -9% (-22 to 35) 13% (-50 to 133) 

NP 0.48 (0.17 to 0.72) 0.51 (0.39 to 0.64) 0.52 (0.38 to 0.69) 5% (-31 to 224) -2% (-17 to 60) 3% (-32 to 200) 
NEL 

ranksum 1 0.0886 0.9076 0.9085 0.0421 0.8296 

ALL 0.46 (0.26 to 0.98) 0.52 (0.36 to 0.81) 0.50 (0.33 to 0.77) 5% (-50 to 92) -5% (-28 to 50) 7% (-53 to 92) 

P 0.46 (0.27 to 0.98) 0.53 (0.36 to 0.81) 0.48 (0.33 to 0.77) -1% (-50 to 73) -11% (-28 to 26) 6% (-53 to 78) 

NP 0.47 (0.26 to 0.71) 0.51 (0.38 to 0.66) 0.51 (0.38 to 0.68) 9% (-24 to 92) -2% (-18 to 50) 8% (-29 to 92) 
T2ALL 

ranksum 0.8077 0.6616 0.5726 0.6458 0.0604 0.5623 

Table 8.3. Median (range) of the pre, mid and post RT and the median (range) percent 

change from pre to mid, mid to post, and pre to post RT median nFA within the CEL, NEL 

and T2ALL volumes for all patients (ALL), progressors (P) and nonprogressors (NP), along 

with the Mann-Whitney rank sum p-value of the P vs. NP. 
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8.3.4 Eigenvalues (nEV1-3) 

Nonprogressors vs. progressors showed significantly higher mid-RT CEL nEV1 

values 1.39 vs. 1.28 (p=0.037) and nEV2 values 1.77 vs. 1.64 (p=0.0432). This difference 

was not observed within the NEL and T2ALL. Percent changes in nEV1-3 values between 

progressors vs. nonprogressors showed trends towards different percent changes from mid- 

to post-RT within all the regions, with significantly different nEV3 percent changes within 

the NEL (p=0.0069) and T2ALL (p=0.0051). Similar to the nADC, more significant p-

values were observed in the Wilcoxon sign rank test of the nEV1-3 values from mid- to 

post-RT for progressors vs. nonprogressors within all regions.  

8.3.5 Functional Diffusion Map Parameters (fDM) 

 Using the 4cc cutoff for intersecting volumes would have allowed only 5/28 patients 

with a median (range) intersecting volume of pre- to mid-RT CEL volume of 6.12cc (4.08 to 

13.68cc). Of these 5 cases (3 progressors and 2 nonprogressors), the suggested 4.7% VR 

cutoff (145) would have predicted 1 progressor and 1 nonprogressor correctly and the 

remaining 3 patients incorrectly. Comparison of the fDM parameters within the CEL 

regions irrespective of their size showed that there was no significant difference in VR or VB 

percentages between progressors and nonprogressors from pre- to mid-RT or pre- to post-

RT. Similar results were obtained when the NEL or T2ALL regions were used as the basis 

for the analysis rather than the CEL. 
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8.4 Discussion  

GBMs are histologically, radiographically and clinically heterogeneous. On average, 

50% of these patients respond to the current standard of care, which is concurrent 

radiation and chemotherapy (146). As new agents that work on specific molecular 

and genetic targets are integrated with the standard of care, it is extremely important 

to assess response to treatment as early as possible in the course of treatment. This is 

especially true because these new agents are affecting the contrast enhancement and 

therefore it is no longer considered to be a good measure of tumor burden (132, 133).  

Other parameters that have recently been suggested as being relevant as early 

biomarkers for predicting subsequent progression are the mean and median ADC and the 

manner in which these change in ADC during treatment (135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140). In 

this study we evaluated the diffusion parameters based on 6-month progression free survival 

within the whole tumor, the contrast enhancement and non-enhancement for pre-, mid- and 

post-RT scans.  

The mid-RT median normalized ADC values within the contrast enhancement 

showed a trend towards higher values for the nonprogressors. Prior studies which included a 

mix of grade III and IV gliomas along with metastatic brain tumors have suggested an 

increase in ADC preceded tumor response (135, 136, 138), but these studies assessed ADC 

weeks post treatment. Tomura et al (139) showed that the normalized ADC of primarily 

metastatic tumors were significantly higher 2-4 weeks after stereotactic irradiation as 

compared with baseline. There was a significant difference in the normalized ADC at 2-4 

weeks after stereotactic irradiation between the responder and the non-responder groups (P 

<0.05) when evaluated 8-12 weeks but not at 2-4 weeks after stereotactic irradiation. We also 
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observed significantly higher normalized ADC values from pre- to post-RT (p<0.0001) for 

progressors and nonprogressors. We did not observe significant differences in post-RT 

normalized ADC values between progressors versus nonprogressors within any of the 

regions. However, there was a trend towards higher mid-RT normalized ADC, eigenvalue1 

and eigenvalue2 values among nonprogressors compared with progressors.  

The within patient analysis that was performed in our population indicated that 

progressors showed a significant change in normalized ADC from mid- to post-RT and pre- 

to post-RT, while the nonprogressors showed a significant change from pre- to mid-RT and 

pre- to post-RT. This could explain why the percentage change in the normalized ADC from 

mid- to post-RT showed much clearer significant difference between progressors and 

nonprogressors within all the regions with significantly higher percent changes for 

progressors versus nonprogressors. Previous studies have shown dynamic changes in ADC 

after treatment (135, 138), with ADC values increasing and then decreasing again. In this 

study we noticed dynamic changes (increases, decreases, and stability) in the normalized 

ADC between pre- to mid-RT and mid- to post-RT, with the changes from mid- to post-RT 

seeming to indicate the most significant separation between progressors and nonprogressors. 

This suggests that an increase or decrease in ADC alone is not sufficient to determine 

treatment response and that the timing of these increases and/or decreases may be very 

important both during and after treatment. For the treatment considered in this study, it 

appears that the percent changes of ADC from mid- to post-RT are significant in assessing 

6-month progression free survival.  

Key to the interpretation of the fDM parameters is a comparison between 

parameters in similar regions of tissue in the pre-treatment and follow-up scans. This can be 

problematic when there is an extensive surgical resection, which leaves a relatively small 
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region of residual tumor and which may lead to substantial tissue shift in the follow-up 

examinations. In this study most patients received sub- or gross-total resections. This 

translated to a median intersecting pre- and mid-RT contrast enhancement of 1.3cc. For the 

majority of patients, the residual contrast enhancement appeared as a narrow region that 

surrounded the cavity and temporal changes led to substantial tissue shift for follow-up 

examinations. For cases where the region is relatively small it is difficult to make accurate 

correlations between parameter values from different examinations. It is for this reason that 

requiring the patient to have a minimum volume of intersecting contrast enhancement of 4cc 

was recently proposed as a criterion for eligibility to apply the fDM technique (145). The fact 

that our lesion volumes were mostly at the threshold or lower than the suggested limit means 

that it is not surprising that there was no significant difference in the VR or VB parameters 

between the progressors and nonprogressors. 

 

8.5 Conclusions 

This study assessed the changes in the volumes and diffusion parameters within the 

enhancing and non-enhancing lesions at pre-, mid- and post-RT and how these changes may 

relate to clinical outcome of 6-month progression free survival. The results indicated that 

changes from mid- to post-RT were significantly different between populations who 

progressed within 6-months versus those who were free of progression for 6-months after 

initiation of therapy. The study also showed that changes in diffusion parameters from the 

mid- to post-RT scan may be more significant than changes from pre- to mid-RT. This is 

important because the mid-RT scan is currently not acquired as part of standard clinical care. 

Although we initially intended to apply the fDM method to evaluate our patients, the fact 
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that the median intersecting pre- and mid-RT CEL volume was 1.3cc meant that our data 

did not satisfy the requirement of a minimum volume of 4cc. Our observations of no 

significant differences in fDM parameters was consistent with the observation that in its 

current form the technique is unable to assess response to therapy in populations of patients 

with GBM who have had resections that leave behind limited or no residual contrast 

enhancement.  
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CHAPTER 9: Multi-exponential Diffusion Imaging: Clinically feasible 

Multiple B-Value Diffusion Imaging for high-grade gliomas 

Assessment of diffusion parameters in the previous chapters has assumed that there is a mono-exponential 

decay in diffusion with b-value, which generally holds up to 1000s/m2. It has been suggested that deviation 

from mono-exponential decay may hold more information than ADC values estimated at lower b-values. The 

goal of the studies described in this chapter was to design a clinically feasible method to evaluate the deviation 

from mono-expo exponential behavior and to assess this deviation relative to diffusion and spectroscopic 

parameters. 

 

9.1 Introduction   

Clinical diffusion scans are generally performed using b values up to 1000 s/mm2, from 

which a mono-exponential decay behavior is expected. Studies have shown that grossly 

exceeding b-values of 1000 s/mm2 are better characterized by bi-exponential decay rather 

than a mono-exponential decay (147). There have been many suggestions for the causes of 

this deviation, what it may represent, and how it may be utilized in clinical applications. 

Some have hypothesized that the bi-exponential decay represents the two intra- and 

extra-cellular components. Niendorf et al. (148) examined the bi-exponential diffusion 

attenuation in normal and ischemic rat brain, and showed a discrepancy between the 

calculated fractions of the slow (0.2) and fast (0.8) decaying components and the 

physiological values for intra- and extracellular water fractions (fintra = 0.8 and fextra = 0.2). 

Therefore the biexponential signal attenuation curves cannot be explained by the weighted 

average of the intracellular and extracellular water diffusion coefficients.  
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Malkern et al. (149) showed that in normal human brain a bi-exponential curve better 

described diffusion with b-factors of up to 6000 s/mm2. This was also observed in brain 

tumors by Maier et al. (147), which showed changes in bi-exponential diffusion parameters, 

specifically of the slow diffusing parameter, A2, decreased in peritumoral edematous white 

matter and increased in tumor tissue. Given that Mulkern et al. (150) found no statistically 

significant differences in T1 relaxation between the two tissues, they speculated that that the 

slow-diffusing component is determined by factors that are different in the two tissue types, 

such as, the concentration of water-binding macromolecules, cellular size, and tortuosity 

(151, 152, 153, 154, 155). 

9.1.1 Theory 

The apparent diffusion coefficient is typically calculated by assuming a mono-

exponential decay and measuring the signals (ex. S=S0 and SL) at two different b values (ex. 

b=b0 and bL). On a log scale this equates to calculating the slope between two points, as seen 

in Figure 9.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.1. Diffusion signal attenuation 
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The signal equations that can be derived from applying two b-values (b0, b=0; and 

bL, low b-value, or bH, high b-value) are shown in Equations 9.1 a, b, c. 

€ 

SL = S0e
−bLDL (a)

SH = S0e
−bH DH (b)

SHC = S0e
−bH DL (c)

   Equation 9.1 

The assumption of a mono-exponential decay is typically noted when exceeding the 

typical clinical range beyond b=1000s/mm2 (147). From Figure 1, (bH, SCH) represents the 

extrapolation of the measured diffusion from bL to bH assuming a mono-exponential decay, 

while (bH, SH) represents the measured in-vivo signal with the typically seen multi-

exponential decay at high b-values. The signal differential between the measured, SH, and 

calculated high b-value, SCH, signals is defined here as the differential signal (dS).  

The equations above are calculated for each diffusion gradient direction. Assuming a 

6 directional acquisition, the diffusion coefficients (i.e. DL and DH) can be replaced with the 

apparent diffusion coefficient (i.e. ADCL and ADCH).  

The goal of this project was to develop a clinically feasible method to assess the 

deviation from mono-exponential decay and assess this deviation relative to diffusion and 

spectroscopic parameters.   

 

9.2 Materials and Methods 

9.2.1 Study Population 

A total of 58 patients with gliomas were studied, with 90 scans being examined. The 

number of patients based on WHO grading and the time of scan can be found in Table 1. 
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Diagnosis was based upon histologic examination using criteria defined by the World Health 

Organization (WHO). Patients provided informed consent as approved by the Committee 

on Human Research at our institution.    

9.2.2 Conventional MRI  

Patient exams were performed on a 3T GE Signa Echospeed scanner (GE 

Healthcare Technologies). The MRI examination included axial T1-weighted pre- and post- 

gadolinium three-dimensional inversion recovery spoiled gradient echo (IRSPGR) images 

(TR = 8 ms, TE = 3 ms, TI = 400 ms, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, FOV 

= 241 × 241 mm2, flip angle = 15°), axial T2-weighted Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery 

(FLAIR) (TR = 9,500 ms, TE = 122 ms, TI = 2375ms, slice thickness = 3 mm, matrix = 

256 × 256, FOV = 241 × 241 mm2) and axial T2-weighted 3D Fast Spin Echo (FSE) (TR = 

4,000 ms, TE = 104 ms, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, matrix = 256 × 192, FOV = 260 × 195 

mm2). After each examination, the images were transferred to a SUN Ultra 10 workstation 

(Sun Microsystems, CA) for post processing.  

9.2.3 Diffusion-Weighted Imaging 

In order to minimize the differences between data acquired with diffusion gradients 

in the same direction but with different b-value it is important to acquire this  information as 

close as possible in time. This was performed by converting a 6 directional sequence into a 

12 directional sequence and repeating the same 6 directional data twice for each b-value 

consecutively. Using the fact that b ~ G2, the difference in b-values achieved by changing 

the gradient strength. The gradient amplitude was then adjusted to . The double 

diffusion tensor matrix is shown in Figure 9.2.  
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Figure 9.2. Twelve directional tensor composed of two 6 directional tensors to acquire two 

b-values in one acquisition. Patients were scanned with the above described sequence with 

the following parameters: TR = 7,000 ms, TE =76.4 ms, matrix size = 256 × 256, slice 

thickness = 3 mm, b = 1000 s/mm2 and b = 2250 s/mm2, NEX=4.    

 

The differential deviation from mono-exponential decay signal was calculated by first 

calculating the individual ADC values from the high signal and then the low signal 

acquisition. First, the data from the 12 volumes was separated into two datasets with 6 

volumes corresponding to diffusion-weighted images from bL and bH. Next, the ADCs from 

the 6 directional bL=1000s/mm2 and bH=2250s/mm2 were calculated on a pixel-by-pixel 

basis using software developed in-house, based on published algorithms (71). Finally, 

software developed in house to estimate the differential signal by calculating the signal values 

from S0, the high and low apparent diffusion coefficient (ADCL and ADCH) to generate the 

ADC differential signal (dSa) and S0, the high and low first eigenvalue (EV1L and EV1H) to 

generate the EV differential signal (dSe). The diffusion parameter maps were then aligned to 
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anatomical images by rigidly aligning the T2-weighted (b=0) diffusion image to the T2-

weighted FSE and applying the transformation to the diffusion maps (72). 

9.2.4 Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Imaging 

Three-dimensional magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging data were acquired 

with 12 x 12 x 8 phase encodes with a nominal voxel size of 1cc with a PRESS box of 

approximately 8 x 8 x 4 (TR = 1000 ms, TE = 144 ms) and very selective saturation (VSS) 

bands for outer-voxel suppression. The post-gadolinium T1-weighted three-dimensional 

SPGR images were used to prescribe the PRESS selected volume. MRSI processing 

algorithms were developed in-house and have been described in detail elsewhere (58).  

Briefly, the data were filtered with a Lorentzian function and Fourier transformed, resulting 

in an array of spectra. The spectra were corrected for baseline variations, phase shifts and 

frequency shifts within the region of each peak, employing a priori information about the 

relative location of each metabolic peak. An automatic search procedure was used to identify 

each resonance and to quantify levels of choline, creatine, NAA, lactate and lipid resonances. 

The MRSI exams were prescribed on the post-gadolinium three-dimensional SPGR volume 

directly after the acquisition of the SPGR and it was assumed that there was negligible 

patient movement in between.  

9.2.5 Data Registration  

The FLAIR, FSE and pre-gadolinium IRSPGR images were aligned to the post-

gadolinium IRSPGR using software developed in our laboratory (70). An in-house semi-

automated segmentation method was used to define the contrast-enhancing lesion (CEL) on 

the post-gad T1-weighted IRSPGR image (73). The T2 hyperintense region (T2ALL) was 

contoured on the T2-weighted FLAIR image. The non-enhancing region (NEL) was defined 
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as T2ALL minus the CEL (T2ALL-CEL). Normalized ADC maps (nADC) were generated 

by dividing the ADC maps by the median ADC value within the Normal Appearing White 

Matter (WM) mask, which was segmented using VTK FAST (FMRIB's Automated 

Segmentation Tool) Software on the pre-gad T1-weighted IRSPGR image (74).  

9.2.6 Statistical Analysis 

The median ADCL, ADCH, dSa and dSe were calculated within the WM, CEL, NEL 

and T2ALL regions. The absolute percent difference between the median NEL and CEL 

values per map were calculated, ((NEL-CEL)./CEL.*100), and compared between maps 

using the Wilcoxon signed rank test. This analysis was repeated between the CEL and WM 

and NEL and WM.  

 In order to compare the diffusion parameters to the spectroscopic parameters, the 

ADCL, ADCH, dSa and dSe were resampled to the 1cc spectroscopic voxel resolution. 

Voxels from high dSa abnormality (abn), as visually assessed and 1-2 contra-lateral normal 

appearing tissue (nat) voxels were tagged. The median ADCL, ADCH, dSa, dSe, lipid, lactate, 

choline, creatine and NAA values within the abnormality and normal appearing tissue were 

calculated. The abnormal/normal ratio of the parameters was calculated. A Wilcoxon signed-

rank test of the abnormal vs. normal appearing tissue was performed for each of the 

diffusion and spectroscopic parameters. A Spearman rank correlation between the diffusion 

and spectroscopic ratios of abnormal to normal values were performed.  

 

9.3 Results  

Of the 90 scans, 42 scans showed a hyperintense differential signal and were included in the 

analysis. Figure 9.3 shows ADCL, ADCH, dSa and dSe maps from an example GBM patient.  
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Figure 9.3. ADCL, ADCH, dSa and dSe maps from a GBM patient.  

 

Table 9.1 shows the median values, median absolute percent change and the 

Wilcoxon signed-rank p-value for ADCL, ADCH, dSa and dSe maps. A significant difference 

between WM and CEL was observed in all diffusion maps except for dSa, while all diffusion 

maps showed a significant difference between WM and NEL. ADCL and ADCH showed the 

largest significant difference between WM and tumor values from the CEL and NEL. Values 

from dSa and dSe showed the largest difference between CEL and NEL with a significant 

Wilcoxon signed-rank p-value of 0.0088.   
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Table 9.1. Median values, median absolute percent change and the Wilcoxon signed-rank p-

value for ADCL, ADCH, dSa and dSe within the WM, CEL, NEL and T2ALL.  

 

Figure 9.4 shows a boxplot of the absolute percent difference between the the CEL 

and NEL values per patient with a median % difference for dSa, dSe, ADCL and ADCH of 

17.4%, 30.1%, 11.3% and 11.2%, respectively. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed no 

significant percent difference between ADCL and ADCH (p=0.0634), dSa and ADCL 

(p=0.1214) and ADCH (p=0.2041), but a significant difference between dSe and dSa 

(p=0.0040), ADCL (p<0.0001) and ADCH (p<0.0001).  

 

Figure 9.4. Boxplot of the absolute percent difference between the the CEL and NEL values 

per patient for dSa, dSe, ADCL and ADCH. 

 

Of the 42 scans, 13 scans showed lipid contamination, and so only 29 of the scans 

were included in the analysis. The median values of the diffusion and spectroscopic normal 

and abnormal appearing tissue values are noted in Table 9.2.  
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Table 9.2. Diffusion and Spectroscopic Parameter: Median, Wilcoxon signed-rank p-value 

and Ratio of abnormal (abn) and normal appearing tissue (nat).  

 

All diffusion parameters, dSa, dSe, ADCL and ADCH showed a significant increase 

from normal appearing tissue to the dSa abnormality, with the dSe map showing the highest 

increase of approximately 2.5 times the signal in abnormal tissue relative to the normal 

appearing tissue. From the spectroscopic parameters, lipid and lactate showed a significant 

increase, creatine and NAA showed a significant decrease, while choline did not show a 

significant difference based upon the Wilcoxon signed-rank p-value. Lipid and lactate 

showed the highest median ratio of abnormal to normal tissue of 2.7 and 1.9. An increase in 

lipid in the abnormal region was noted in 28/29 patients and an increase of lactate was noted 

in 23/29 patients. Figure 9.5 shows an example case of a dSa map along with the 

corresponding spectra in the region of high dSa abnormality.  
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Figure 9.5. GBM patient showing a dSa map along with the corresponding spectra in the 

region of hyperintense dSa. 

 

A Spearman rank correlation between the diffusion: dSa, dSe, ADCL, ADCH and 

spectroscopic: lipid, lactate, choline, creatine, NAA ratios of abnormal to normal values was 

performed and noted in Table 9.3. A significant correlation was noted between dSa and 

creatine (r=0.3811, p=0.0414) and dSe and choline (r=0.4079, p=0.0281). Within the 

spectroscopic parameters, a significant correlation was noted between choline and creatine 

(r=0.6683, p<0.0001) and creatine and NAA (r=0.5125, p=0.0045).  

 

Table 9.3. Spearman rank correlation between diffusion and spectroscopic ratios of 

abnormal to normal values.  
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9.4 Discussion 

In this project we developed a clinically feasible method to measure deviation from 

mono-exponential decay, using a 2 b-value 6 minute scan, in a cohort of GBM patients. The 

deviation signals, from the ADC and the largest eigenvalue, were assessed within the normal 

appearing white matter, contrast-enhancing and non-enhancing lesions relative to the ADC 

maps acquired using b=1000 and b=2250s/mm2. The deviation from mono-exponential 

decay as assessed from high and low ADC maps showed a significant difference between 

contrast- and non-enhancing lesions.  

In the spectroscopic assessment we noted that choline was the only spectroscopic 

parameter that did not show a significant Wilcoxon signed-rank p-value. This means that the 

choline did not show a consistent change in one direction, with some signal abnormalities 

having high choline and others low choline. Interestingly, the correlation of the ratio of 

abnormal to normal tissue between spectroscopic and diffusion parameters showed a 

correlation between the differential signal from the largest eigenvalue and choline and from 

the ADC and creatine. It was surprising that there was no correlation between the 

differential signal and lipid and/or lactate. Although there were increased levels of lipid and 

lactate in this study, it did not show a direct correlation with a change in differential signal or 

ADC map.  

The deviation from mono-exponential decay may be due to multiple factors. In this 

study, the majority of these cases showed the presence of lipid and lactate in such regions, 

and the change from normal to abnormal differential signal correlated to choline peak 

height.  
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Maier et al. (147) proposed that the deviation from mono-exponential decay in 

multiple high b-value diffusion weighted imaging may differentiate between tumor related 

edema and active tumor. The significant difference in the ADC differential signal between 

the rough estimate of active tumor within the contrast-enhancement and the possibly more 

tumor related edema within the non-enhancing lesion suggests that the deviation from 

mono-exponential decay may possibly differentiate between tumor related edema and active 

tumor. This is further strengthened by the significant correlation between the deviation from 

mono-exponential decay calculated by using the largest eigenvalue and choline.  

Maier et al. also speculated that “the slow-diffusing component is determined by the 

concentration of water-binding macromolecules, cellular size, and tissue architecture 

(turtuosity)” (147). Sehy et al. showed that the spatial heterogeneity in water ADC may be 

related to the distribution of lipid and protein, the concentrations of which are negatively 

correlated with water ADC (156, 157). In this study we noted in most patients the presence 

of lipid and in many the presence of lactate within the region of high deviation from mono-

exponential decay. We did not note a correlation between choline and lipid and lactate in this 

study. The presence of lipid/lactate may be a byproduct of aggressive tumor growth 

especially in newly-diagnosed patients where Crawford et al. (158) found that presurgery 

lipid and lactate were strong predictors of survival. Lipid was also monitored and found to 

be elevated when apoptosis was induced by Blankenberg et al. (159). Therefore the 

prescence of lipid, may be due to tumor growth or tumor death, and in this study was 

elevated within the deviation from mono-exponential decay in almost all patients.  

 In conclusion, this technique allows for a clinically feasible scan to visualize regions 

with high deviation from mono-exponential decay. Multi-exponential diffusion imaging of 

patients with GBM showed a larger spatial variation between enhancing and non-enhancing 
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lesions. This study suggests that the deviation from mono-exponential decay may be related 

to variations in levels of choline, as well as the presence of lactate and macromolecules such 

as lipid. Further studies are required to understand the environment that induces a deviation 

from mono-exponential decay. 
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CHAPTER 10: Summary 

 

Diffusion weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging has been shown to be very useful for the 

clinical evaluation of patients with stroke. Although the acquisition of such data is a 

common feature on most MR scanners, the implication of the parameters that it uses are 

often not appreciated by the oncology community, especially for the application to patients 

with gliomas. The potential for providing quantitative information that describes the 

biological properties of tumor and surrounding brain parenchyma has therefore not been 

fully explored. The goal of this thesis was to characterize the variations in diffusion imaging 

parameters and determine how they may be used for the management of patients with brain 

tumors throughout the treatment of their disease. This thesis utilized MR spectroscopic 

imaging (MRSI) techniques to provide adjunct metabolic information.  

The relationship between the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) from DTI and 

levels of choline containing compounds from MRSI, both of which have been suggested to 

correlate to cell density, was assessed by grade and subtype within the anatomically 

heterogeneous tumor regions. There was evidence of a relationship between ADC and 

choline in some regions of grade IV gliomas but within no regions of grade II gliomas. This 

suggested independent information to be acquired from both DTI and MRSI.  

A method to assess deviation from mono-exponential decay in a clinically relevant 

scan time was developed as another possible method of assessing abnormality in grade IV 

glioma. Multi-exponential diffusion imaging of patients with GBM showed a larger spatial 

variation between enhancing and non-enhancing lesions. This has been previously speculated 

but has not been shown using in-vivo diffusion and spectroscopic parameters. 
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 Previously observed variations in grade II glioma subtypes were further assessed. A 

difference in ADC was evident and based on these findings, a method of visualizing this 

variation was developed using RGB color maps. This technique was applied on a new cohort 

of grade II gliomas and histopathology was assessed by image-guided biopsies to examine 

the histopathological variations. The classification was similar in oligodendroglioma and 

astrocytoma classification over our previous study. Although it is accepted that the ADC 

varies due to a number of underlying pathology, it has been previously speculated that the 

ADC in high-grade gliomas is heavily driven by cellularity. The histopathology assessment in 

this non-enhancing grade II study showed higher ADC values and more axonal disruption in 

the more cellular regions. This study suggests that non-enhancing grade II ADC variations 

are driven by more than just cellularity and possibly more heavily by axonal disruption. It is 

very important to understand the possible phenomenon underlying the variation in ADC 

values by grade in order to better utilize ADC values in the treatment of brain tumors.  

Diffusion parameters during treatment of high-grade gliomas were evaluated as early 

non-invasive biomarkers to clinical outcome of 6-month progression free survival. The 

results indicated that changes from mid- to post-RT were significantly different between 

populations who progressed within 6-months versus those who were free of progression for 

6-months after initiation of therapy. The study also showed that changes in diffusion 

parameters from the mid- to post-RT scan may be more significant than changes from pre- 

to mid-RT. This is important because the mid-RT scan is currently not acquired as part of 

standard clinical care. Although we initially intended to apply the previously suggested 

method of predicting early response, the functional Diffusion Map method, only a few 

patient cases satisfied the requirement of a minimum volume of 4cc. Finding non-invasive 
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diffusion biomarkers is no easy task, heavily affected by the residual amount of tumor 

remaining.  

In conclusion, we have explored new clinically feasible acquisition scans, post-

processing visualization techniques and statistical analysis of various diffusion parameters as 

they relate to outcome in patients with brain tumors. The results of this dissertation suggest 

that diffusion parameters play an important role at various stages of tumor assessment. 

These are very important steps towards increasing the utilization of diffusion imaging in the 

management of patients with brain tumors. 
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CHAPTER 12: Appendices  

 
Listings of software that was developed for this thesis and explanations of their usage. 

 

12.1 Diffusion Scripts 
 

12.1.1 make_diffu_brain  
~ikhayal/script_diffusion/make_diffu_brain 
To process the diffusion parameters. Please run in the t# directory: 
Usage: make_diffu_brain t# E_folder/s# –o 3/6 
 Example: make_diffu_brain t1234 E567/5 –o 6 

This script will process diffusion assuming b=1000, if not set –b bnum.  
For 6 directional data: –o 6, for 3 directional data: –o 3  
This script:  

1. Create diffusion or diffusion2 folder. 
2. Generate log files diffu.log and diffu.out and runs log_processing 
3. Check for sufficient number of inputs and check the diffusion folder 

location for the data 
4. Parse the input to find the number of directions  
5. Set the inputs based on 3 directions or other 
6. Calculate the diffusion parameters using /netopt/bin/local/diffu_dicom  
7. Import t2di and diffusion parameters into .idf/int2 files  
8. Run skull removal using find_epid.x  
9. Remove extra files/folders. 

Generates the files diffu.log and diffu.out.  
 

 

12.1.2 align_diffu.x   
~ikhayal/scripts/align_diffu.x   
To align diffusion parameter images (eg. adc, fa and others) to anatomical imaging (eg. fsea, 
fla, t1ca or t1va): Please run inside any diffusion folder run:  
Usage: align_diffu.x t# anatomical_root [r] 
   Example: align_diffu.x t1234 fsea r (for resampling, otherwise aligns) 
   fsea (will align) otherwise if fla or t1ca (resamples)  
    unless you specifically put an 'a' for align afterwards 
 This script:  

1. Determine if aligning or resampling 
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2. If fla, t1ca or t1va, run exract_brain.x 
3. Align/Resample all possible diffusion maps present in directory 

 
Generates the file align_diffu.log.  
 

 

12.1.3 segment_wm.x  
~ikhayal/scripts/segment_wm.x  
To segment white matter from an anatomical image (t1va, if not present fsea, and if not 
present fla) in the images folder. Please run inside the t# folder: 
Usage: segment_wm.x t# [anatomical_root] 
 Example: segment_wm.x t1234 fsea 
  Optional: Add the anatomical root 

If you don’t choose an anatomical root: looks for t1va, if not present will look for 
fsea, then for fla, and finally t1ca. 

 This script:  
1. Looks for an anatomical image to segment (t1va [best] or fsea or fla or, 

t1ca [last resort]). 
2. Uses segment_t1v_grid.x for t1va and t1ca or segment_fast_bet_grid.x 

script for fsea or fla to segment wm, gm and csf. 
3. Move the appropriate *_seg_# file corresponding to fsea/fla_wm. 
4. Use erode_image.x to erode in 2D.  
5.  Remove the smaller rois using mask_connect. 
6.  Copy the wm mask to an rois folder.  

Generates the file segment_wm.log 

 

12.1.4 diffu_5phase_fix.x 
~ikhayal/scripts/diffu_5phase_fix.x  
This program removes the extra t2di acquisition from diffusion sequences with 5 phases, 
which has 2 t2di and 3 directional data sets (dti_info –v E#  For diffusion, number of 
volumes = number of phases = #t2 phases + #diffusion directions). Please run in the t# 
directory: 
Usage: diffu_5phase_fix.x E# series# 
 Example: diffu_5phase_fix.x E12345 6 
 This script:  

1. Find the number of files in the diffusion folder  
2. Calculate the number of slices.  
3. Copy the images from the series# folder to series#_diff 
4. Find the extension of the images 
5. Remove the first series  
6. Rename the remainder of the files accordingly 
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Generates the file diffu_5phase_fix.log. 
 

12.1.5 process_2bval.x 
~ikhayal/scripts/process_2bval.x  
To process two b-values: Split the diffusion files to b_high and b_low folders and run 
make_diffu_brain_2b to process the diffusion parameters, which will also run 
bval_ev_analysis to generate the banalysis folder. Please run in the t# directory: 
Usage: process_2bval t# E# series# high_bvalue 
 Example usage: process_2bval t1234 E5678 9 2250 

This script copies the one diffusion scan s# directory with two b-values into two 
s#_1000 and s#_bhigh directories.  
This script:  

1. Copies the two b-value diffusion folder to a temp folder  
2. Calculates which volumes are high and low b-value scans and copies each 

image into the appropriate s#_1000 or s#_bhigh folder. (This is based 
on the changes made in ~ikhayal/multiple_bvalue./tensor1.dat to make a 
12 directional data set that is actually alternating b_low then b_high 
values in the same direction) 

3. Calls make_diffu_brain_2b ${tnum} ${E}/${dir1} ${E}/${dir2} 
${bval} 

Generates the files process_2bval_1000.log and process_2bval_bhigh.log. 
 

 

12.1.6 make_diffu_brain_2b 
~ikhayal/script_diffusion/make_diffu_brain_2b 
To process the diffusion parameters in diffusion_b=1000 and diffusion_b=bhigh, which will 
also run bval_ev_analysis to generate the banalysis folder. Please run in the t# directory: 
Usage: make_diffu_brain_2b $ {tnum} $ {E}/${dir_b_low} ${E}/${dir_b_high} 
${high_bval} 
 Example: make_diffu_brain_2b t1234 E567/5 E567/6 2250 

This script will process both the b=1000 and b=high and runs the following script to 
create the banalysis folder.  
It Assumes: 6 directions, low b-value = 1000,   
This script:  

1. Creates diffusion_b=1000 and diffusion_b=’high_value’ 
2. Using a foreach statement, calculates b=1000 diffusion for adc, fa, and 

ev1-3 and applies skull removal. 
3. Repeat for b=’high_bval’.  
4. Run bval_ev_analysis script (to calculate the parameters for deviation 

from mono-exponential decay) 
Generates similar files diffu.log and diffu.out with the output for both low and high b-values.  
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12.1.7 bval_ev_analysis  
~ikhayal/matlab/bval_ev_analysis.m  
To calculate the deviation from mono-exponential decay parameters using low and high 
bvaue diffusion maps. Please run in the t# directory: 
Usage: bval_ev_analysis t# low_bvalue_folder high_bvalue folder high_bvalue 

Example: bval_ev_analysis t1234 diffusion_b=1000 diffusion_b=2250 2250  
This script will use the two diffusion folders inputted in order to create the banalysis 
folder and calculate the 5 deviation from mono-exponential decay parameters.   

 This script:  
1. Reads in ev1, ev2, ev3 and adc for low and high b-value data and t2di for 

from low b-value. 
2. The deviation from mono-exponential decay is calculated for 

ev1(t#_ev1_dif), ev2(t#_ev2_dif), ev3(t#_ev3_dif), adc(t#_adc_dif) and 
a multiplication of ev1, ev2 and ev3(t#_multiply_dif).  

Generates the file bval_analysis.log.  
 

12.2 Colormap 
 

12.2.1 analyze_colormap.m 
~ikhayal/matlab/analyze_colormap.m  
This program generates colormaps based on ADC volumes aligned to the inputed t1_root 
Usage: analyze_colormap t# t1_root [nawm_adc_value] 
 Example: analyze_colormap t1234 t1c 750 
 This m-file:  

1. Load ADC histograms (~ikhayal/matlab/y_adc_wm, astro_y_adc_T2L, 
oligo_y_adc_T2L and x_adc) and calculate conversion factor for each 
oligo/astro/wm parameters. 

2. Make biopsy folder if it doesn’t exist 
3. Read in data from rois, diffusion and images folders 
4. If ROIs folder present: Predict astro or oligo based on median value  
5. Calculate the RGB(oligo/wm/astro) values 
6. Present and copy the figures: 

a. Figure 1: printout colormap for each ADC slice 
b. Figures if t2l exists:  

i. Figure 2a:  Anatomical with the t2l mask at the center slice  
ii. Figure 2b: ADC map with the t2l mask at the center slice 

(_anatomy.tif) 
iii. Figure 3a: RGB with the t2l mask at the center slice  
iv. Figure 3b: 2D histogram of the full t2l mask oligo and astro 

component values (_colorgraph.tif) 
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12.3 Other Scripts 

12.3.1 mv_root.x  
~ikhayal/scripts/mv_root.x  
This program allows you to move a file from one name to another. 
Usage: mv_root.x old_name new_name 

Example: mv_root.x t1234_adc t1234_adc_old 
This script:  

1. Determine the extension of the image file (.idf or .int2) 
2. Move the file idf then int2 then run fix_rootname.x 

 

 

12.3.2 cp_root.x  
~ikhayal/scripts/cp_root.x  
This program allows you to move a file from one name to another. 
Usage: cp_root.x old_name new_name 

Example: cp_root.x t1234_adc t1234_adc_old 
This script:  

1. Determine the extension of the image file (.idf or .int2) 
2. Copy the file idf then int2 then run fix_rootname. 

 

 

12.3.3 resample_image_nn.x 
~ikhayal/scripts/resample_image_nn.x 
This program resamples ROIs using a nearest neighbor calculation. 
Usage: resample_image_nn.x data_file idf_root new_name_root 
 Example: resample_image_nn.x t1234_wm.byt t1234_adc.idf t1234_wmr 
 This script: 

1. Takes input data_file and resamples to idf_root using nearest neighbor in 
resample_image_v5. 
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